
• HumCat #818

' i.

About 1967 (undated) Near Chenou (Selne-et-Marne), France ,Type A

A farmer observed, on a date impossible to reconstruct, a flying saucer
hovering motionless above the ground, through the transparent dome of which
he was able to observe a large number of small figures dressed in navy blue,
"laughing and singing."

(A dramatic drawing accompanies source--tb.)

Investigator!

Sourcei Joel Hesnard and Jean-Marie Bigorne, "Les Humanoldes en France"
(unpublished ms,), p, 182,

Notet this case replaces duplication formerly listed as Serro Tres Cruces, Chile,
June 196? (ciorrectly listed as #711 under 1966).



67-01 About January^ 1967 Poyace (sp?) (Cundi namarea). Colombia Type B? C?

A ahapherd laxTsnamed Martin told of seeing "angels" •who came from heaven
in a "gigantic oval house" surrounded by a "luminous halo," The "angels" were
somewhat shorter than the boy, dressed in "brilliant clothing" and with "eyes
set far apart." While they did not have "wings," they were able to "fly in
the air when they walked."

Investigator1

Source» Richard Helden's list of Type I Cases, citing Ribera, 333-334.



1967 Addenda

67-02 About January 196Y Near Warminster (Wiltshire). England

o v. n*? ^I*6® Pen6i0ner Bftw ft UFO come down to hover 4-6 ft abore the grass,
Zhelmeted figures descended from it & walked stiffly into the woods. 100 ft
away They were fairly tall and wore dark-gray close-fitting clothing "with a
wlthinVJrA?*1 blaCk Pla8ti0" *•*»*•. WW <*e witness apprlac^d to
«hS ?/ ? '°ne r6i8ed a6l0Ted h6nd' *** both vanished. A cloud of
Sis smoke™ e°r VaP°r surrounded **• UF0» he «** *"light" fly up out of

Investigatort Arthur Shuttiewood.

Souroej Shuttiewood, Warnings From Flying Friends, pp. 178f.

XSAjTHa'"1^.



67-02 January, 1967 New Frome (Somersetshire), England Type C?

Report of a low-hovering object and two "men," witness an "old man.
(Requires more information—tb.)

Investigators

Sourcet Peter Rogerson's list of Type I Cases, citing Warnings from
Flying Friends, 1780



67-03 January, 196? Nr Frankfort, Kentucky Type E

Mrs0 Lola Dills was driving when she saw "a black object with long spindly
legs or stems at.the bottom and sides." The "side stems" were woaving and ges
turing and appeared to end in pincers,. The creatures moved by placing the lower
stems (legs) one in front of the other. The head consisted of. a "round part"
about 8" in diameter that protruded from the top. The sides had a "shaggy l8ok"
and the front was white with two eyesj a bump with two small holes lower on
the head may have been a noseD The mouthrwas a slit below the "bump^gand from
it ftHKr^Trotwhrfeft* issued a "shrill sound9" heard just as she was passing. Then
she saw "another and another with slight variations."

Investigator* None.

Sources Letter from Mrs. Dills in the Frankfort State Journal. 1/30/67.



67-04 January 9» 1967 1730 Wlldwood Crest.5 New Jersey Type E

The Edward Christiansen family was visited by a strange man claiming to
represent "Missing Heirs Bureau." He was at least 6.5' tall, enormously broad
and wore a Russian-style fur hat. See source for detailed description. (I'm
not at all certain this* belongs in the humanoid catalogue—it appears to be
another Kealian variation on the MIB myth.)

Investigators John Kee^.. j

Sources Keel, "The Cape May Incident," FSR Special Issue #2, 59-61.



1967 - 2

67-05 January 11. I967 Day Point Pleasant. West Virginia Type E

Mrs, Park McDaniel was outside her heme when she saw what she first took
to be a small plane approaching; as it drew closer she saw it was man-shaped
and had wings. The creature swopped low over the witness and circled above
a nearby building before going out of sight.

^', -•-, _

Investigators John Keel. •'.-/

Sources Keel, "West Virginia's Enigmatic 'Bird*," FSR Special Issue #2,
7-8 (also citing the Point Pleasant Register, 1/14, and the Athens,
Ohio, Messenger. 1/1*0.



67-06 January 11, 196? Night Aveyron (Basses Pyrenees), France Type A

Having just seen a "shell" shaped object taking off from his farm, the
witness proceeded to chase in his x car a ball of light, which stayed 150 yds
ahead of him. Then his engine died and his lights went out, and he noticed a
"saucer-shaped" object descending? it was slightly bigger than a Peugeot car,
9-12 ft above the ground and about 60 ft away. On top of this object were two
transparent cupolas, in each of which he could see a helmeted figure, human-like
and dressed in green and white coveralls. He felt a wave of heat and a transient
sensation of paralysis. With a whistling sound, the UFO rose to a 50-yard
altitude, dropped back again to near ground level, then, becoming brilliantly
yellow-white-luminous, took off at tremendous speed. As it did so, his lights
came back on and he was able to start the car normally. Several days later
the witness experienced trouble in sleeping, followed by some weeks of exces
sive sleepiness. The area had been the site of repeated UFO incidents for

'»• ", a-:.year. !

Investigatorss G, Canourges, J. Chasseign, F.. Dupin de la Gueriviere,
and F, Lagarde, for LDLN,

Sources Legarde, F., "The Aveyron Enquiry - 3," FSR XVII-1, 5-7.



67-07 January 13* 196? 0130 Iola. Kansas Type A

9-year-old Freddie Amos woke at Is30 a.m. to see a round object hovering
motionless low over an adjoining field. It was 25 feet in diameter, had a dome
on top, short wing-like protrusions, and 3.wheels on its underside. There were
red lights on the ends of the "wings," and a blue light on top of the dome, and
two lighted windows. While he watched, a door opened between the windows and
a man stood looking out, another man being visible, sitting at a desk, behind
him. He was wearing a "crinkly" green uniform that covered him all over; his
face was in shadow, its features not seen. This "terrible" man frightened the
boy, thoufah he could not say why. He got back into bed and watched the object,

- which circled the house* and hovered again for 5 minutes at its original position
before flying off. In the morning some of the cows were found to have broken
through a fence around their pasture, so violently that one broke her leg. A
pond in the pasture near the site continued to remain unfrozen although the
temperatures were well below freezing. This encounter occurred during a minor
concentration of sightings at nearby locales. '

Investigators Mrs. Mary Conger, for NICAP.

Sources Mrs, Conger's special report, submitted to NICAP and to the
Colorado Project (who ignored it in the inv, of area, sightings).



* •*?••

1967 - 3

67-08 January 25. 1967 0^30 Nr Howard Lake, Minnesota Type B

Harold Lena was driving to work in Winsted when the engine of his pick
up truck stalled. He got out to check under the hood and saw a brightly lumi
nous object, 75 feet long by 30 feet wide, approach and land on 3 legs on the
highway. It made a loud whirring noise. Something like an elevator descended
from the bottom, and a aan walked out dressed in a silver-blue, tight-fitting
coverall suit with a "fish-bowl" helmet over his head". He was about average
height and human-appearing. The occupant seemed to examine something on the
object, then got back into the, UFO which took off. Duration was yM minutes.

Investigators None.

Source% USAF Hue Book files, consisting of the standard UFO report
formi no followup investigation was conducted.



#817

Shortly after sunset
children were frightened by .
backyard. This was accora
in the house. Four entities
the kitchen, after passing through
identical, with large, bald
haay, light-gray interiors (^ater
mouths and holes for noses
with a lighter blue "Sam Browne
and wore boots. The leader,
darker than the others. The
ft. at different times during

1967 Corrigendum

January 25. 1967* +1800 South Ashburnham (Worcester). Mass. Type G

Betty Andreasson, her parents and her 7
pulsating red-orange light outside in their

ipanied by a "silent vacuum" and failure of lights
(possibly five—tb) appeared before Betty in
rough a closed door. The beings were nearly

Heads, gray skin, large wrap-around eyes with
dark pupils were observed), "scar-like"

ears. They wore sparkly, dark-blue uniforms
" strap. They had bulky hands, possibly gloved,

Quazgaa, was slightly taller and his suit (was)
reported height of the entities was 3£ and 5
the encounter.

Quazgaa began possibly telepathic communication with Betty in the
kitchen; he asked her for some food (and offered some left-over meat; they
declined, asking that it be cooked) and she cooked some meat on the stove.
But she determined that their food was "knowledge tried by fire," and they
went into the livingroom (wiljh her) where she handed the leader a Bible.
He created several copies and handed them to the crew. He in turn handed •^
her a thin, blue book containing their form of knowledge, which remained Ov/e£-



in her possession for 9 days, During these proceedings, the other family
members were sitting in the living room in a state of suspended animation,
(Her father, who had earlier gone into the kitchen pantry to observe the
lights, remained there; it was later suggested that a fifth entity had
joined him and, later, remained behind during the "on-board" experience—tb.)
However, Betty's daughter, R,, remembered and confirmed part of the above
testimony (the portion in the living room, as well as the remaining entity~tb).

Betty was then "talked into" going on board the entities' craft.
She was on board an estimated 2 hrs. During thi3 time she was led through
several rooms, was given a physical exam in which they"tested her for light,"
inserted a needle in her nostril and navel and scanned her with an eye-like
device. (She was then placed in an enclosed seat, which was filled with a
soothing liquid, in which she was presumably "prepared" for an unusual journey.
Accompanied by two "guides," fore and aft,) she visited an alien realm where
she saw cities, strange bug-eyed creatures and a vast ocean. She had a
traumatic religious experience which led her to identify the beings as "angels."

Returning from the journey, she was led back to her home by two of the
entities, one named Joohop; her family was still in a state of suspended
animation. (The daughter later recalled being "baby-sat" by the one remaining
entity.—tb) The beings, holding spheres of light in their hands, proceeded
to put the family to bed, the abductee being the last.

The incident is attended by automatic writing, speaking in strange
tongues, visions, message transfer and telephone "contact," some of these
occurring under hypnosis and during the investigation. Betty possibly had
had a previous contact. —^ conjT.



Investigatorss Ray Fowler, Joe Santangelo, Jules Valllancourt, David
Webb, Fred Youngren, et al; hypnotist, Dr. Herbert Edelstein.

Sources Materials accumulated during continuing investigation which
began in January, 1977» including Fowler's 3-volume.report.

* The most acceptable reconstructed date. Synopsis by Dave Webb; parens by TB.



67-09 January 28.* 1967 13^5 Istudham (Bedfordshire). England
.1

A group of 6 10 and 11-year-old children, including Alex Butler, Tony
Banks, Terry Gahlll, Colin Lonsdale and David IngliSp were playing in the Dell,
near Studham Ccsunfcn, on their way to afternoon school, when a flash of lightning
struck nearby; a few memento later, Alex Butler saw standing near soae bushes,
about 20 yards away, "a little blue man with a tall hat and a beard." Alex and
the others ran toward him and the little figure "disappeared in a puff of smoke."
This appearance and disappearance was repeated twice. Then they heard voices
speaking in an incomprehensible to&gue, as they saw the little wan for the last
titae. He wore a one-piece suit with a broad black belt at whose buckle was a
6° black box. The arms,, held at his side, were not seen, to move. The beard
was a forked one. .The children ran off to school, wherer their teacher wisely
had them write down all the details separately

Investigatorss B, H0 B. Winder, and colleague*, for FSB.

Source! Winder, "The Little Blue Hafl on Studhai

Type E

* A satvzpay

Common," FSR XIII-4, 3-4.



67-10 January 29. 1967 2200 Nf Knox City. Missouri Type A

Mrs. Enid Campbell saw' from a window what at first she took to be a full
moon, but as it moved closer she could see that it was a spherical object, white
in color like a frosted light bulb, with a shiny gold horizontal ring around the
center in which were numerous round holes. It was about "two stories high" and
made no sound. The object case up to within several feet of her window before
stopping, and through its semi-transparent material she could see a'control
panel with a lever on top, and two occupants, one seated at the panel, the other
standing. They wore "shiny, silvery wet suits." She called her sons Gene (18)
and George (1*0 „ who arrived at the window in time to see the object as it rose
and moved away. While it hovered nearby, two saaller white-luminous spheres
approached and entered through an opening, after which the holes in the central
ring jetted out red fire. Then the object ascended vertically and disappeared.
The snow on the ground under the spot where it hovered was melted; and the area
over which the o object approached the house failed to grow plants, while the
plants elsewhere grew normally;.

Investigator! Ted Phillips, for MUFON.

1967

Sourcess Special report by Ted Phillips, courtesy of the investigator;
MUFON Skylook #^7, April 1971, 12-13.



67-11 Late January, 196? /alensoie (Basses Alpes), France ^ Type E *'

JFive anonymous people observed a small, bearde figure, similar to the
ide an old desertedbeing encountered by M, Masse two years earlier; insi__

building, when the entity was pursued by the witnesses, he escaped through a
window and disappeared.

Investigators! Charles Bowen and Airae Michel, Ifor FSR.

IISources Bowen, C, FSR XIV-1, 12.



67-12 Late January. I967

An Orsono engineer, C

Rlachuelo (Osorno), Chile 1 Type B (or C)

,F.C., out walking.in a wood^ saw a blinding flash
of light. Observing a bright| light nearby, he found it; to be from a flying
saucer, rust-colored and about 35 yards wide, which wasi hovering close to the
ground. A man 5 feet tall suddenly appeared below it, wearing a one-piece,
transparent, tight-fitting garment without helmet or shoes; his skin was white,
his nose flat, and his hairilong. His arms seemed "glued to his body." This
entity disappeared, and the!craft began to S grow larger and to emit a power
ful violet light, while it turned orange-red in color. Finally it rose straight
up at high speed. The witness fell ill afterward.

Investigators
j

'Sourcess FSR Case Histories #12 (Dec. 1972), 12 (citing La Tercera.
Santiago).



67-13 February 5. 196? Evening Hllllard. Ohio i ; Type B
! his' dog barking, and

Timothy J, (confidentiali), 15, heard a strange noise and/saw an egg-shaped
UFO 75 feet long and 45 feet high descend and land on 3 legs in a field. An
elevator-like shaft opened underneath and several beings emerged, each carrying
small spherical objects which jthey placed on the ground around the ship. Then
they appeared to be waiting,:until a man came from across the field, whereupon
a conversation was held and, apparently conducted at least in part telepathi-
cally. The boy was then notic'ed and the man ran after him, catching him by the
back of the neck, leaving burn marks.- He was dragged almost to the craft when
he captors suddenly looked panic-stricken, dropped him, gathered up the balls
and re-entered the object, which took off rapidly. '

Investigators Steven Mackey, a NICAP member.

Sources Telephone.call to NICAP from the witness, June 5, 1967; letter
to NICAP from Steven Mackey, July 19, 1967; UFO Investigator IV-1
(May-June I967), 6.



1967 Corrigenda

Klineat #783

Feb. 5, 1967 2145 Souvigny-les-Boia (L'Yonne), Franco

obieot'rnrnf8 ^l™' ^' outside hM house» saw an intensely yellow-luminous
°r«^H C°^nS,at Ve^ low altitude ojver a nearby cemetery; he called his 17-yr-0ld
cSr "£J?rth^ie1:l0nSe V*^ "' 'ThG °bjeCt ^P-ached, exhibiting a*f J"rden lio'ft I' ^ °Scl"otiPS e.nd turning red-orange, it landed in 1 wnin-s,arden lio ft away from tho observers. It WbE flhout 6'o ft Ion- and 20 rt. Mt-h.

i'ypo U

At each end of it a jet of "flies'!,^,. , n • . - '» Qii'ecbed obliauelyi dov/mvard, apceared and n

mediately wentIS,\£ hoS ""^ "•1""'4 ^ Ms S""^-**"
the little man vas gone, and the UFO
ft iu diameter. This ball took off, Maa OUUJ1 ±osu ^
lasted for 5 minutes. Ho traces v-erJ i. it in the garden

lo cal1 his wife, but v.hen they came out i.gein
nov/ appeared as a -ed-lkiinous ball about 25

and was soon lost to vieyr. \ The observation had

JjayesUgators il. Cop in, for lLJn.

^ce; p. Lagarde, ,lysterieUSes S^jucoune* Vo^oo (.iw,,^ ls73)# pp
54-57.



1967 Addendum

New February 10, 196? 19,00 Hahopac (Putnam). New York Type A

The same witness1 as in Case # (Sept, --, 196*0 was in the
kitchen preparing dinner when a call from outside from the father
alerted the children |to two UFOs over the house. According to the
father, the objects1 were circling the house when first seen, and
appeared round, brigh't and were very low. The witness could see
"some people in a window on the spaceship closest over our heads.
There were six people and {joins from left to
waved his head over his head in a greeting,
my father. He couldn't see them. I told my
a guy waving at us! •|That's when I knew they were my friends." The
objects hovered briefly over the house and then moved toward the high
school, where the witness followed. "During
messages in my head and heard them talk:
was speaking to you orally in a room,"
the -witness and. the family dog to the school

right, the second person
I waved back, and told
parents, 'Look, there's

that time I got the
ng to me just as if someone
The witness's father drove

ground, where the obser
vation and "conact" continued for an extended period (the father had
eantime returned home). Although there was a dance going on at the

time in the school, no one else appeared to rotice the objects.

Investigatorss Same as earlier case,

Sources Same as earlier case.



1967 - 5 |

6?-*5 February 13. 1967 2220 Bandon, Oregon . Type A

Mrs. Esther I. Millard, director of the Millard School, was returning to
her home on the school grounds after walking her dog when she saw an object
"the size of a small room," 8 feet wide by 12 feet high, shaped somewhat like
a blender with a very brilliant orange light at the bottom, hovering at an alti
tude of about 50 feet over one of the school buildings. A number of students
were hanging out the windows of a nearby dormatory shouting, ?UF0, UFO!" The
object moved toward her rapidly, and she couldI see It was occupied by "a ver
tical shape of some kind,, that "could have beeih a person;" the "shape" was
seen through the stransparent structure above the light. Half a dozen of the
students had by.now rushed out of the dormatory to sjee it. The object moved
slowly westward toward the gymnasium building, jseeming to land on the roof; it
then took off toward the trees on the lake shore and' was lost to view

Investigatorss Members of Mrs. June Lars7NICAP Subcommittee, Seattle;
Lt„ Kurt Kenya, North Bend AFB, for the AF.!

Sourcess Bandon (Oreg.l) Western World. 2/18/67; copy of Mrs. Millard's
first-hand account, submitted to the' Seattle Subcommittee^ investi
gators; copy of the Air Force Blue Book report.



67-16 February 1^. 1967 0700 Tuscumbla, Missouri Type B

Claude E. (confidential), a farmer, saw a grey-green dome^-shaped object
about 15 feet wide in his fields; he thought at first it was ai parachute, but
as he neared it he could see that it was resting on a shaft about 18" wide that
extended downward from its base. Around the edge of the done were a number of
bright multi-colored lights!of oblong shape. Beneath the object were visible
several small entities, also grey-green in color, moving about rapidly, with
quick-moving "levers or armsV' very wide-set eyes, and no visible legs. The
witness walked to within 30 [feet and threw twolstones at the object, which
bounced off an invisible wall between him and the object. Walking up to within
15 feet, he was able to feel! the pressure of this invisible barrier. By this
time the little creatures had disappeared inside the object, and it rocked back
and forth several times, then took off silently, disappearing within seconds.

Investigators Ted Phillips, for APRO and MUFON.

Sourcess Special report by
investigator; APRO Bulletin,

„ TedjPhillips, courtesy of the
Sept.-Oct. 1969, 5-6; Phillips, T.,

"UFO Events in Missouri, 1857-1971,
10-11; MUFON Skylook #93 (August 1975), \5\

FSR Case Histories #8 (Dec. 1971),



67-17 February 16, 196? Morning Nr. St. Louis. Missouri Type G

Raymond Wettling said a 180-foot, cigar-shaped UFO landed in. a field be
side Interstate Highway 70, 'and three silver-suited occupants of the craft in
vited him aboard for breakfast. "He spent a plleasant hour and 45 minutes
chatting with the spacemen oyer coffee." His hosts showed him through the
craft's two rooms—one lit up with bright red lights, the other decorated like
a modern office. After he left the ship, he said, it took off straight up at
a high rate of speed." No one else reported seeing it;

Investigators

Sources Chicago American,
sorry

2/16/67.



1967 - 6

67-18 February 18t I967 2200 Nr Palmer, Massachusetts Type F

A number of strange figures turn up on photograiphs taken by Mrs. Stella
Lansing om this date. No figures were observed by

Investigators Dr. Berthold Schwarz, for FSR.

Sources Schwarz, B., FSR Special Issue

the witness.

#5 (Nov. 1973), 2-10,



67-19 February 18, I967 2345 costa Mesa, Californfia Type D

A creature 7-10 feet
with hair, was reported in
appeared to lunge at his car~"it looked like
a iilt\ w_j i.._x t lIj 1 __ .,

tall, with long pointed ears, and completely covered
Costa Mesa. Another man told police the monster

an ape with arms waving about."
A UFO had just been reported seen in the area,, The monster report apparently
was the result of a prank by teen-agers. ''

Investigatorss Idabel Epperson and Paul Krieger, for NICAP.

Sourcess Orange County Evening News (Gcirdeh [Grove, Calif.), 2/20/67;4
letter from Mrs. Epperson to NICAP. 3/3/67.



67-20 February 19. 1967 1630 Hollywood, Florida Type A

Mrs. Josephine Lambert and Mr. Sara Rigel looked up from a shuffleboard
feet(above the telephone poles."
blunti oval, about 10 feet high

court to see a UFO at an altitude of "only 20
Gun-metal grey in color, it was shaped like a
and 25 feet wide; the underside was rough an$ den-ted. Around the circumference
ran a row pf arched windows lit by a yellow light, jwith the heads of a number
of "people or raannikins" visible in them; be^.ow the windows was a row of re
volving green lights. The |slow-moving object

Investigatorss NICAI'
Vamum, for the

remained visible for 30-^° sees.

Subcommittee #4 (Fla.) investigators; Vickie
Sun-Tattler.

I
Sourcess Varnum, Hollywood (Fla.) Sun-Tattler, 3/11/67; Special report

3/27/67.to NICAP, dated



67-21 March, I967 Midnight Mexico City. Mexico

Mrs. Maria Cristina Ljeguizamo said she
flying saucer appeared in|her back yard. Commimi
tremely handsome man, with green eyes and si
her to take a ride in his craft. She was
The UFOnaut told her thatjhe came from "the G
Russians nor Americans will

"Arcobolus" exerts "an irrestible force on the
by little toward the sun."

Investigator:

was

I! • Type G

listening to the radio when a
eating by telepathy, an "ex-
hair to his shoulders" invited

to take off her«fshoes first.
Planet" and that "neither

lvier

required

•IGeneral
Sources The Mexico City/News (English language paper), 6/22/68.

reen

moon," Also, a planet named
planet Earth attracting it little



67-22 March 1. 1967 0130 Near Eden. New York Type a

DeWitt Baldwin was racoon hunting in a woods near Eden when he heard a
noise like bees buzzing and flashed his flashlight on a gold-colored, unlighted
saucer-shaped object that had landed on the ground. ' ---•-"-- J A
a man emerged dressed in a ,biack, tight-fitting suit

A sliding door opened and
and wearing a helmet with

goggles. He asked the witness some questions, such as what he was doing there
' " took Baldwin's gun, lookedat that hour, where he _. - - , - -

at it and handed it back. Baldwin claimed the QF0nai|t broke the muzzle of the
gun while examining it. Baldwin said "He wasn||: white,and he wasn't*— a
Negro. He talked very plain].y and with no accent. He had black SHsil
He told me he would be back, walked up the saucer, got,in and seconds later
zipped off out of sight. No imprints or footprints fere left }n the snow where
the object had rested. See case 67-23.

67-23 March 3. 1967 0100

had been born, and

Near Eden. New York

"t
Investigatorst James; Sipprell and James

then

curly hair.

Type B

Baldwin (see case above) found that his wallet was missing and returning
to the site two days later found it there in the snovr. He also once again en
countered the same object and its pilot. He toi.d NICAP Investigators that it
was at this meeting his gun iras examined and broken lj>y the man's fingers; he
also said that the gun was "very hot at this time."
skeptical of the man's rep61'

The investigators were

Reed, Jr., for NICAP.

Sourcess Special report by Mr. Reed, courtesy cf Richard Hall; Buffalo
0*.Y.) Evening News, 3A/67, p. Is Gray Barker's Spacecraft News
#3, June 1967, 11
Planet," 110.

("citing the Evening News); Keel, J., "Our Haunted



Near

67-24 March 12, 196? Night / Buckeye, Arizona

(No information in fil ;s—tb.)

Sources UFOCat, citing local press account, 3/13/67.



67-25 March 12, 196? 1^-15 Palo, Minnesota Type C

Four boys. Sob and John Kangas, Mike Kauppi anc. Scptt Mackay, aged 9-12,
were riding on a snowmobile when they saw a very bright light coming from an old:
abandoned hay shed in an open field, and a second beam of light about 100 yards:
away. Near the latter were j> moving black "objects"iabout ^ to 4 feet high, and
arranged in a diamond formation with the fifth at th«j> center; thesel "objects"

snow, then moved toward the beam of light and
ie light and the "object^" faded out of sight. The
louse, "visibly shaken, slmost to the point of hys-
Ldentifiable shape)were

seemed to glide over the deet
when they reached it, both tl
boys headed for the nearest
teria." Two footprints of ui found later at the site,

er, of Virginia, Minn.Investigators NICAP member Mrs. Annette J. Boj

Sourcess The Erie Mining Company Erie

1967TMrs. Boyer to NICAP, May 5,

Times.,»
courestj

tesji

AVril 1967; letter from
"of Richard Hall.



67-26 March 12, 1967 2230 South Glens Falls, New York I

Mr. Clyde L. Dwyer observed a large object from

approximately 100 feet in dimeter, it was disc-shaped
between 175 - 200 yards soutncst of his home. Three large, square windows

Type A

a window in his home;

and hovered motionless

below these, jets ofwere spaced around the midline of the object and|just
emitted continually from a number of equi-

ct. Its dark mass was illuminated by a near-
what appeared to be steam were
distant points around the ob[je
by streetlamp; a white light
ness could see two separate gr|oups of occupantss

shone from the windows,
two

through which the wit-
couldmen and a woman

be seen in the central window, and two men behind the window to the right.
Although no distinguishing characteristics could
definitely of human appearance
object gradually departed toward the southwest.

After hovering

be seen, "these figures were
for about five minut

Bo sound was heard a-

the

any time.

Investigators Richard Bonenfant, for CUF0S

,Y.) Post-Star, March
, I967, courtesy cf
by Richard Bonenfant

Sourcess Glens Falls (N
form, dated March'
first-hand inquiry

. gator. I

20

23, 1967s NICAP
Richard Hall; not
, courtesy of the i



67-27 March 20. I967 22^5 Butler. Pennsylvania Type C

>-V

Going out to look for
(confidential) and his daught
a mile down the road and 200|
appeared to land on the road
the witnesses9 car at'an

they suddenly vanished; the
headlights of the care a s
The car had to swerve around!
avoid hitting them. They had
looking skin like scar-tissue
visible; the shortest, only
been a woman. All wore loose
lights approached the car, th^
head, repeating, "Don't move|°

law-flying lights that his wife had seen,
ir observed two globes of yellow-white light about

Mr. "R."

feet up. These approached and descended and

a quarter of a mile
estinated*7-080 miles an hour. When 50 yards away,

at the same spot and; in theifitnesses then saw,

away, but then raced] toward

tabling group of five expressionless humanoid figures.
•;hese beings, who were directly ahead of it, to
slit eyes and mouths, pointed noses, ani rough-
All wore caps beneath which blond hair was

fitting grey-green
daughter had heard

5 feet tall, had shoulder-length hair ani may have
shirts and trousers,

a chorus of voices

As the

in my

Investigatorss Members of the Pittsburgh UFO Research Institute.

Sources Schmidt, R. A« "Humanoids Seen at Butler," FSR, XIV-5, 5-6.



67-28 March 26. I967 1930 Mlnltlre, Nebraska Type D

The Cecil Bailey and Rol>ert Lore families had observed UFOs in the area
on several occasions. On the evening of March 26, they, were back, and Lore
and Bailey were in a car driving north of their farms .to look for lights that
had appeared to land on the ground. In an isolaied sejction of farmland the
two men passed a human-appearing figure in white
the roadside; j-,--j- j— j~ J
be terrified.

their dog.
When the men got home, the lights

coveralls standing alone by
in the car, "really kicked up a fuss," appearing to

were

sky, one bright enough to light up the hill behird it.
site where they had seen the stranger, the next day, tiey found numerous nearly

once more visible in the

On returning to the

rectangular foot-prints, some of them 9.75" long and other 8.5" long.

Investigators

Sourcess Letter from Mrs.
NICAP, 3/28/67J

Helen Herman (mother-in-law of Mr. Lore) to
report forms of Cecil Bailey and Robert Lore,

I1967, courtesy of Rilchardj Hall.dated March 27,



£7-29 March 26. I967 ,2130 Big Sandy, Montana Type A

(Information not in fj les—tb.)

Sources UFOCat, citiig CU Project files- (also AF case),



67-30 March 27. 196? Night Conifer, Colorado • Type D

(Information not in flies—tb. )

Sources UFOCat, citing TB (l), whose information came from aletter |
from the witness to the CU Project, copy of which was sent to NICAP



1967 Corrigenda

67-30s March 28, 1967 0030 Conifer, Colorado Type D

Mr. D. F. Davies and "Tom" saw a flashlight shining on the hill on the
adjoining Loomis ranch. They drove,the truck toward it, but it disappeared.
"While they were away, "Kay" and "Louise" (Tom's sist.er) saw a man running down
the hill, who disappeared near the corral.

Investigatort none.

Source; Witnese»s letter!of 4/7/67 to his daughter, sent to Oleta
Havelock (courtesy of D. Saunders.) '



67-31 March 28, 1967 0220 Munroe Falls. Ohio Type C

Driving home from
bend and noticed an

feet wide, hovering
back at the road he saw

the road directly in froitit
and either had abnormall

same orange-red color as
to avoid hitting one of
mitten-like hand—no

same time, he smelled a
distance ahead, believing:
group of the beings
Suddenly realizing that
and "burned rubber"

upset state and, later,
scratches on the bumper

jork in Kent at 2sl5 a.m., David Morris (20) rounded a
red, glowing cone-shaped object, 25 feet high and 12
feet above a field to his left. When he looked

lour or five little beings running back and forth across
of his car. Less than k feet tall, they were stocky,

large heads or were wearing.helmets; they glowed the
the object. He slammed on his brakes, but not in time

little figures, and he isaw an arm fly up with a
fingers—as the car collided with it. At the

strong metallic odor, "like brass." He stopped some
he had struck somebody; Looking back, he saw a

around what was apparently the one he struck,
what he hit was certainly not human, he became frightened

away from the place. He arrived at home in- a very
fjound that the impact with the being had left dents arid

his car.

orange

sevei"al

the

distinct

clustered

getting

cf

Larry Moyers,
Wiley, for the

Investigatorss Carol (Happ, for the Ravenna (Ohio) Record-Courier;
for FSIC (Akron); Ted Toner, Hank Kalapaca and Roy
Pittsburgh UFO Research Institute i*' Frank A. Smith

and Virgil Taileton, for APRO. *A>/D ^CAfj



Sources s szzzz ^ CLapp, C. "Worker Says He Saw UFO, Car
/Struck Being,"j Ravenna Record-Courier. 3/31/67, and personal notes

of Miss CLapp"s own investigations, courtjesy of Richard Hall; APRO
Bulletin. March-April 1967, 1 & 4; Lorenzen, C. & J,, UFOs Over the
Americas, 36-38; Lorenzens, UFOs, The Wh'ole Story. 1?6-179; Lorenzens,
Encounters With UFO Occupants. 186-187? Notes of preliminary investi
gation by UFORI, courtesy William Weitzell; reports to NICAP by Ted *
Toner and Roy Wiley 5/3_and4/*7, courtesy Richard Hall; followup

imquiry by Roy Wiley,^9/l6/6^ in phone call to NICAP.
. *?



67-32 March 31. 1967 0230 Conifer. Colorado Type C or D

(Information not in flies—tb.)

Sources UFOCat, citing TB (again!)I see case 67-30.



"JKS^,

1967 Corrigenda

67-32*. April 1, 1967 0130 Conifer, Colorado TyP® D

A light like a flashlight came halfway down the hill; D. F. Davies fired
10 .38 bullets at it, and it disappeared. At 2:30, "Bandy", who web still
awake, saw a man with a light on walking past the house; he ran out oalling
to him. The light went out, & the man ran away. At 3s30, "Louise" looked out
the window>& saw a man in the yard, who wore dark clothes & a mask that cov
ered his face down to his shoulders.

Investigator: none.

Source: Same as #67-30.



67-33 March 31. 1967 I2230 South Wellington. Texas Type r

Carroll Watts (29), a farmer, had just left his father's farmhouse; as
he drove near his own property, he saw a light near an abandoned farmhouse.
Fearing prowlers (the house belonged to an uncle), he drove to within 200 ft.
and approached on foot, finding a grey bullet-shaped object, 100 feet long and
8-10 feet in diameter, with a 20"-diameter light in its nose, hovering a foot
above the ground. Watts walked around the object and, finding the outline of
an unopened hatch, knocked at it. A U-shaped door was lowered from the hull,
to the sound of a whirring; motor; steps inside the door* led into the interior
of the craft which was illuminated by a bluish-white light and contained
instruments and electronic-type equipment. On the opposite side of the room
he observed what appeared to be a map, about a foot above the floor, about a
yard square in size. Shortly after the door opened. Watts heard a mechanical-
sounding voice, although he saw no one; the voice addressed him by name and
asked him to submit to a "strenuous" physical examination, as a prerequisite
for being given a ride in the object. Alarmed, Watts quickly retreated and
left the area. He reported the incident within days to the local AFB at
Amarillo (check this for accuracy). See also case 67-36.

Investigatorss Police Chief Donald Nunnelly, of Wellington, and Sheriff
John Rainey of Collingsworth County; Lt. Col. Kenneth H. Hallmark,
USAF (Altus AFB, Okla.), for Blue Book; Dr. J. Allen Hynek, for
Blue Book; William P. Courter, for APRO; Robert Loftin, of the
Early Warning Network, for the Colorado Project; others.



Sourcess USAF report by Hallmark; „ letter from Dr, Hynek to Major Quin-
tanilla0 June 4, I968; local press accounts, April 1 & 2, 196?»
and later; UPI, Wellington, y2, in many papers, including San
Jose (Calif.) Mercury News,, 4/2/678 Stars and Stripes,, February .
28p I968 (long APtreport from Amarillo, Texas); Saucer News, XV-1
(Spring 1968), lO-j-14; True UFO Quarterly. Spring 1976, 48-51
(rehash of above);' Kimert, T. L., "Carroll Watts--Contactee„ Hoaxer,
or Innocent Bystander?", OFFICIAL UFO I-ll (Oct, 1967), 339 36-379
64-66 (rehash of above); et etc.



Early
67-3^ Early April. 1967 Evening Moulton. Iowa Type C or D

Jimmy D. (name confidential) and his wife, a young farm couple, were
driving home when they.saw 3 strange men standing in a ploughed field; as they

• approached, these figures literally faded from sight. The couple, perplexed,
turned around and rove back past the site, this time observing 7 men, who like
wise disappeared from view, .Later in the evening the couple-saw an..object, or
something "like a dust cloud" coming from the same field that frightened them
so they fled to town where the stayed for the next several days.

Investigators

Sources Moulton (la.) Weekly. 4/13/67" letter to NICAP from Mrs. W.
Bassett, editor of The Weekly, 5/24/67{ letter from NICAP member
Taylor M. Jackson, 4/28/67, with first-hand details.



67-35 April 5. 1967 2245 Frostproof. Florida Type A

At least 9 persons (names cited in source) in the Mullinsville area saw
a hat-shaped UFO "come up out of a grove" and fly over the area, "shooting
fire from the bottom." The object hovered over a small lake at tree-top level
and was seen to have windows "all the way around." One of the witnesses, Robert
Edwards, said he was able to see several human-like figures inside the object;
"they were all bald-headed, sitting around a table or something,"

Investigators Jesse Moore, for the Lakeland Ledger.

Sources Lakeland (Fla.) Ledger, April 7, 1967.



1967 Addenda

67- s April 6, 1967 QQ3Q Conifer, Colorado Type C

David L. Davies saw two lights like flashlights on the hill, and later saw
a lighted object that hovered at horizon level for some time, then moved upward
& disappeared. "Kay", driving home earlier, that night, had encountered "on top
of the big hill" a man in dark clothes wearing a hood, who ran toward the area
whore the lights appeared. Davies had seen lights on the hill every night sinoe
March 26th.

Investigator* none.

Source* Davies* letter to his daughter, courtesy of Oleta Havelock.



67-36 April 11. 1967 2130 South Wellington. Texas Type G

(See also case 67-33) Eleven days after his first encounter with a UFO,
Carroll Watts again saw a light near the same farmhouse. This time, as he drove
near in his truck, his motor died and lights failed as ho apppeaahea. The cyl
indrical object was high in the air; a much smaller object, like an egg flat
tened at the bottom, was hovering 9 at ground level, and four occupants invited
him inside to be examined. The beings were 4.5 to 5 feet tall, were muscular
and had "wrap-around" eyes, with rudimentary ears and noses; their mouths were
slit-like and did not move when they communicated (compare with Hill case).
They wore white coveralls. Watts was invited to sit in a contour chair, into,
which he sank slightly as the object apparently ascended. After several minutes,
there was a slight "bump" and the door opened into a large room, into which he
Has escorted. The UFOnauts removed Mb clothes and placed a series of small
wires over his body; following this, his examiners studied the results over a
screen in a small adjoining room. While they were doing this. Watts picked up
a small cube-like device on a table and pocketed it; one of the occupants then
reached into his pocket and retrieved it, and Watts grabbed his arm, whereupon
he immediately lost consciousness^ When he came to, he found himself sitting
in his truck again.

^



Nor was this the ends in June, a San Antonio artist and hypnotist began
scouring the area in search of the UFO. He subjected Watts to four hypnotic
sessions in an attempt to obtain further details. At some unspecified point
during this period,, he obtained a series of photographs (it is alleged) of not
only the cylindrical object,, but of its occupants as well. These he turned over
to Watts, Under pressure froa newsmen to divulge additional details, Watts
arranged early in Februaryp 1968, to undergo a polygraph testj the additional
details would be provided after the results of the test were known. On his way
to the examination, he was accosted by unidentified men and threatened; in fear
of his life (he says), he purposefully failed the test, and the story suddenly
became national news, Dr, Hynek, who had seen copies of the original photo
graphs,, was able to track down the identity of the San Antonio hypnotist, but
information about this important aspect of the case is not knotm. Following >
the media coverage of Watts' failure to pass the polygraph test, further attempts
were made on his life, by unidentified persons, who drove past- his home and opened
fire on Watts and his family.

Investigatorss See case 67-33,

Sources8 Same as 67-33,



196? Addendum

New About April,, 196? (undated) Evening South Ashburnham, Mass. Type C

Mrs. Betty Andreasson and her 7 children were in their kitchen when the
lights suddenly went out. They saw a pulsating red/orai|ge light in the back
yard and a strange "silent vacuum" fell over the house. Mrs. A. herded the
frightened children into the livingroom, and suddenly f<und herself back in
the kitchen, confronted by four (or five) strange beings, one of whom seemed
to be the leader of the group. They were all under foui, feet tall, the
leader being taller than the others, who stood in the rear. They had large
heads, bald, with no ears, and cat-like eyes; a mouth "[Like a scar" and
greyish skin. Bulky hands may have been covered by glovss. They had only •
rudimentary noises, like "two holes." They wore blue uniforms of a sparkling
color, the leader's being either darker or lighter than bhe others'. There

to the belt, andwas a white "Sam Brown" strap that ran from one shoulder
they had boots on their feet.

Mrs, A. asked them if they wanted something to eat, ind the leader, who
was spokesman for the group, indicated "yes." (She'heard"''
voice but did not see his mouth move.) She got some meat
and' was told that it had to be burnt. They appeared sta:rtled when the kitchen
filled with smoke. The next she knew she was in the livi.ngroom, where her
children and parents appeared to be in an arrested state of action, anaware
apparently of what was happening. The entities were present, and she handed
the family bible to the leader, who held his hand over ii, suddenly creating ^
several duplicate copies, which hejpassed to_his "crew."| He in turn handed

his

from the refrigerator



rirs. A. a thin blue book (the whereabouts she knows not). Thentney were gone;--' •*"
She said nothing to the rest of her family, who seemed, to be unaware of any v^.J.
strange occurrence; however, several days later her daughter Becky (the oldest*" ~~
of her children) told her mother she had had a very strange dream and described
certain features of the encounter.

Mrs. A. now claims to have unusual psychic abilities'; she had always been
a very religious person. The investigation is continuing (as of Feb. 1977).

'i

Investigators Jules Vallaincourt, for HSG. !

Sources Notes taken by TR3 from taped interview by the investigator with
the witness, played at Rick Bonenfant*s home by David Webb, February V
6, 1977. (The original source was a letter to the Center from Mrs. A,
in November, 1975» which was forwarded on to TRB in June 1976; TRB in
turn passed it on to Dave Webb.)



67-37 lAnrll 13t 196? Dusk Sjaellands, Denmark Type B
* * *

Two young boys (unidentified) saw a dark-grey object overhead; one ran
home, the other hid in a ditch. The object descended and put out three legs
as if to land, then retracted them and moved out over the Kattegat; as it
passed over the shore, it threw out some "boxes." Hovering low over the water,
the object lowered a box, or car on an ana-thick cable, and 8 small humanoid
figures emerged from the large object and descended the cable. They were the
same size as the boy and all but one wore striped suits and had scuba-like
packs on their backs from which tubes led to their mouths; the eighth occu
pant wore a blue uniform and had no pack. They all wore striped caps and had
lights on their shoulders, and carried objects like binoculars-or cameras.
They waved to the boy before the object disappeared. On the shore was later
found a lump of strange material, which was analysed and found to be an un
precedented mixture of substances.

Investigators

Sources FSR XIII-5, 32; Phenoaenes Spatieaux #9 (1971), 23.



67-38 April 15. 1967 1100 Nr Bonneville Flats. Utah

The source (unidentified) was in contact with space beings and predicted
a landing and encounter at ifrie above site on that date. It failed to material
ize. Information about the "conacts" is not available. This is a non-event.

'• •*' .'• •- Investigators James Wadsworth, for the'Colorado Project..

. Sources The Condon Report (Bantam edition), 305-306. *



67-39 April 21. 1967 2100 Near Rapid City. Michigan Type C

While driving home from work, Charles D. S. (confidential) saw a large
5 round, blue-white lighted object descend to earth in a wooded area. After

arriving home,, he notified the sheriff's office, and drove back to the site,
with his wife and children, and accompanied by the deputy sheriff. While Mrs,
Scott and the children waited in the car, the witness and the officers searched
the wooded area, becoming separated. Although the deputy found nothing, the
witness encountered a craft resting on small legs in a marshy areaj standing
beside it was a medium-sized man (5 fenfc to m%$ feet tall). The witness
called.out, "Hello," but received no response; he repeated the greeting and
this tine received a mental Impression of the warning, X8&£X0a2XBEZHBXfilZXZSBfl
"Get away from here!" He turned and fled to his car, badly frightened and in
an agitated state; later, at home, when he told his wife-about the encounter,
he was unable to account for his great alarm.

Investigators
*

Sources Letter from Mrs. S. to NICAP, dated I2/5/67 (courtesy of Richard
Hall),

M



67-40 Spring. 1967 Near Medicine Lodge. Kansas Type B.

. (Witness observed a landed object near Highway #160, around which small
figures were moving; footprints were left at the site. Original source not
in files.) • -

Investigators

Sources Letter from witness to NICAP,



6?Jfl Spring, 1967 0200 Haverhill. Mass. Type A

who wenJa^Iea^lOUd "^J*1*!6 noi*»> Mrs- sn (confidential) waked her husband,who went out and saw a strange object 50 feet in diameter hoverinc 2<S feet
2£? *"?E* POnd* ShaH like tw° aetaUic "*»» face^oSate; aS ofaluminum-like appearance, id had a clear bubble-like canopy on STrtStf the
upper disc facing him, from elongated holes around the rim orange SSasfwere
issuing Inside the canopy, illuminated by agreenish light,^oSHeVtto
tSJSTS ?° ^°teter claw-llke" h^-. The witnesf walked Sari it
tfil !5 I? *iaS ?i8 ™» MharB Upon " moved ^^y and silently away;,
of Vl??** *° ^ f*1*17 wlth aloud ^lrri^ sound, tilted at a^^gie
«Sl2inJS™?S,,fSdI??0ff at ave^ hl«h speed. He noticed a s^elTfing-ering in the air like that from a lighted match. ^

Investigators Raymond Fowler, for NICAP.

._. |purces Special report by the investigator, courtesy of RF.



1967 Addend
n

Ley 1, 1967 2200 Guemes (Tucunan), Ar^en^ina Type I

Banchs, Venomenolo~ia" (No. 34), lists this under "Casos Ne^ativos", vdthout
any abstract.



6?-42 Way 15. 1967 2300 La Paz. (Baja California). Mexico • Type E

After an amateur astronomy club meeting, the witness,, Benito Hamburgo
Valenzuela (48) returned to his home where there appeared a. colossal man at
least 9 feet tall, who pulled up a large piece of wood and sat m** down on it.
The man had large blue eyes, red hair, and very large ears, he wore a tight-
fitting red coverall-like garment with short sleeves, bracelets on both arms,
and boots. On his chest was an insignia of white dots, and on his head a white
cap that looked nickel-plated. From a wide belt hung a small box with a little

«£?*,•-, He^!ted HafflbuiB° in slightly accented Spanish, instroducing himself
as Wirkle, Chief of the Guard," and answered H.'s questions, anticipating them
before the witness.actually phrased them. He said that he was from avery dis
tant region' and that they were an advanced race, concerned over the misuse of
atomic energy When he left he refused to shake hands, explaining that contact
with him would aggravate Hamburgo's cardiac condition.

Investigators Mike Culbert, of the Berkeley (Calif.) Daily Gazette.

Sourcesi Notes of the investigator, and copy of the witness's personal '
account of the experience, courtesy of Paul Cerny; letter from
Mike Culbert to Paul Cerny, 7/28/68, Culbert's column in The Daily
Gazette. July 24 and 25, 1968. '



67J*3 May I6f 1967 Nleva-Segovia, Sp^n
Type B

straigSVat ^T^.P^1* ",Ur ** •*-«*«- «»»•. «M<* to* off .
Investigators

, ^rce, Vallee, J., Magonla, 345 (citing LumsWleres dans i. N,,^



67-^4 May 19. 1967- 2230 Near Point Pleasant. West Virginia Type *C

Mrs. Brenda Stone and another woman were driving in the TNT area when
they saw the "Mothman" high in a tree off the road, "suddenly this big red
light appeared and approached the tree and the form rose up towards it and
disappeared. Then the big light took off toward the north." Others in Pt.
Pleasant reported UFO sightings that evening.

Investigators John Keel,

Sourcess Keel, FSR XIV-4, 11, Keel, Strange Creatures. 11-12| Athens
(Ohio) Messenger. May 24, 1967.



67-45 May 20. I967 1200 Near Falcon Lake. Manitoba . Type F

Steve Michalak (50), a mechanic, was prospecting near Falcon Lake when ^
he saw two red-glowing elliptical objects approaching at low altitude; one of
these landed in a clearing. It looked like two stainless-steel saucers lip to
llpp with a raised portion on top, and was approximately 35 feet in diameter

.'; and 8 feet high with a 3-foot dome. Michalak sketched it as it sat there,
emitting a whistling noise and an odor like hot brass. Half an hour after the
landing, a door slid open in the lower half, exposing a violet light of such
brilliance that the witness was forced to lower the visor on the welder's hel
met he was wearing. Then he could see blinking red, boue, and white lights.

Michalak approached the object and touched it, but it was hot enough to
melt the rubber of his gloves. From the interior of the object he thought he
heard voices speaking. "I want to talk to you," he said, adding that he would
not give away their secrets. There was no response, and he tried it in German,
Italian, Russian and Polish, still no answer. Shortly the door closed and the
object began to spin in a counter-clockwise fashion*, giving off a blast of heat,
it ascended rapidly and disappeared to the south. The heat blast burned the
witness through his shirt and began a grass fire. After this, Michalak became
very ill, was in bed for a week and lost 22 lbs. The burns on his chest formed
the checkerboard pattern of his plaid shirt.

>



Investigatorss James Barry Thompson, for APRO, Dt. Roy Craig, for the
Colorado Project, unidentified Canadian authorities.

Sourcess Local and wire press accounts (not in files), APRO Bulletin.
May-June I967, 1 &3, Lorenaen, C., "Man Burned in UFO Encounter,"
Dell Flying Saucers #4 (1968), 22-24, Lorensens, UFOs Over Kmerica.
38-41; op. cit., iWhole Story. 195-97$ Encounters, 11-13, Tendon
Report (Bantam), 316-324. ! "



67-46 May 24. 1967 1500 Parque Rio Grande (Sao Paulo). Brazil Type A

Sr. Antonio de Carvalho and his wife Julietta were putting a tiled roof on
their shed when she noticed an object hovering in the sky. About 15 feet long
and light grey in color, it resembled "a big cigar with oval ends," and had four
legs. Both saw a little window open and a figure lean out as if observing them.
This occupant, short in stature, wore a sort of helmet and his face could not
be seen. Then the UFO moved off "at terrifying speed,"

Investigators

Sources FSR XVII-2, 30-31, citing Ultima Hora. Sao Paulo, 5/30/67.



67-47 June (undated). 196? 0440 Tres Cruces. Chile Type k/C

Sr. Manuel Munoz Carvajal (25) was driving a van up an Andean mountain
In a mist when he saw a ball of fire fly across the sky. Shortly afterwards
a loud noise was heard ahead and a yellow-luminous balloon-like object, shaped
like a walnut, was seen on the road ahead, so brilliant as to hurt the eyes.
This object, which had two long antennas sticking out an top, kept the same
distance ahead of the driver as he proceeded. Six smaller objects, in pairs,
surrounded it, and underneath was a "sort of cabin" through which he could see
"three motionless heads." Then the witness fell asleep (the exact sequence of
these events is not clear in the source—tb) and dreamed of two "little green
Ben" with big heads, pointed .ears, and round, protuberant eyes, wearing skin
tight garments, who had come out of the UFO. He woke up and resumed driving;
at. a bend in the road, he actually saw one of these beings. That night he •
dreamed that the beings were mentally transmitting to him the message that he
should say nothing to anyone.about his encounter.

Investigators 'Dr. Darwin Arriagada. L,•for the Chilean UFO Investi-
* rgating Group (DIOVNI).

' •

Sources FSR XIV-4, 16-18, citing Chilean UFO Investigations Bulletins
ffl & 9 (Oct.-Dec. 1967).



6?-48 June 1. 1967 1601 North San Joan. California Type • G

/ : Two boys,' Tony Spruill (12) and John Bradshaw (9), said they bad seen a
, UFO ccae in for a landing in a gravel pit and took 3 pictures of it, showing
' something like an inverted cup or bowl .on an inverted saucer. A door opened,
, a ladder unfolded, and a little man 2 to 2.5 feet tall came out and pointed at
, the boys, who were running away. They then found themselves standing right
next to the nan,' and were paralyzed. He told them they would not be harmed
and ejtcorted them into the object where they saw 3 more little people, one a
female, and a wall with many buttons and blinking lights. They were told that
the UFOhauts came from Alpha Centauri. (Further details in sources.) The
USAF investigator judged the photographs? to be fakes, showing a small modelj
one of the participants,, iBradshaw0 admitted it had been a hoax nearly, nine
years later (see APRO Bulle-gln. March 1976, 6),

Investigators Lt. Joseph Kinderman, of Beale AFB, for the USAF.

Sourcesi The Sacramento (Calif.) Bee, June 10, 12 and 15, 1967, the
Sacramento Union. June 16, 19^7? USAF Case File assatapssb, incl.
Lt0 Kinderman*s report.



6?J|9 Jmw 7- 1967 0130 Italuba (Minas Gerais). Br»*n T^ A
«m««lSSCi0ldal*0b^ClWlth a ^ctan^ar protuberance on its undersideapproached close tofactor vehicle and caused its electrical system to rail.
2^^SS^£T * *» *»**• «*** mumina^Hhe facls'

Investigatorsi Members of GEOANI, Itajuba

.Sources Aleixo, H. B."t FSB XIV-6, 10-11, citing GEOANI report.



fo-36Vjane 9. 1967 2100 Seattle. Washington Type a/C

6-year-old Leland w. (confidential) was in the bathroom when a red ball
caae in at the window and struck his in the forehead, then "went up through
the ceiling." He looked outside and saw bright blue, red, and blaok (sto)
lights, and a strange being who had short horns, slanting eyes, and a lipless
Jouth. This stranger asked the boy what the garden soil was, and told hia to
watch the rocket ship—he'd be back." Then he flew up on the roof, with 2

tanks an his back shooting out white snoke. The boy said "He didn't have a
Tjody." Two more strange beings were visible in the ship. Then the first being
>caae back, asked Leland what a tree in the back yard was, and pointed a gan-
J.ike implement at hiaj the boy •screamed and ran oat cf the bathroom. *

Investigators

Source*. Letter from Mrs. W. to HICAP, 6/22/67, courtesy of Richard Hall.



#-$* Jane 13. 1967 0230 Caledonia; Ontario, n*na*a

(sorry)

a night-shift worker, Caiaen Cuneo, saw two objet
scrap heap and dump areag a large cigar-shaped object!
long by 15 feet thick,, and a hovering disc-shaped obj<
meter. The smaller object, tilted op at a 45-degree

lighted windows around its periphery. In the larger object were four
square windows emitting a pulsating orange light, and from one end of it pro
ved inward at a 45-degree angle a boom or rod 15 fee^t long, bearing a large
red light at the end. Beneath this light aoved three snail humanoid figures
about 3feet tall, apparently wearing miners' hats with snail lights on then,
who were picking up and examining snail objects on the ground, with quick,
jerky movements. After watching for 10 ninutes, Cuneo called Marvin Hannigan .
1° eee **» bttt ^ tha tine Hannigan arrived the humanoids were gone. Then the
two craft started to rise, very slowly, straight up into the aim after they
reached a height of 50 feet, they departed at about 40-45 nphni without sound.
At the site branches were broken and the,brush charred, and an oily liquid was
found on the ground.

Investigators! Janes J. Ferrltto and Jeffrey J. Cow, for NICAPj

Seurcscj Caledonia (Ont.) Grand River Sachem. 6/21/67; letter frcn
John Cuneo (witness's brother) to NICAP, 6/I9/671 Special Beport
5Jr2?f,?l-P*Ixlto (undated)» Special Beport by Jeff Gow, 7/l5/69«
ABB0 Bulletin, Nov.-Dec. I967, 4, Lorenaen, Whole Story, &5i J.
Loreneen, Encounters. 202. ^

Type B

ts in the factory's
a the ground, 35 feet
about 15 feet in dia-
Le„ had a row of orange



67-52 Jane 2g. I967 0205 Near Harrlsbnrg, PennsylvMti »
Type F

were seen, the pair could hear voice'ccming froa th« niw «~f?w Ilsurescooprehensible kind of "gibberish." object, speaking an un-

Investlgators George Cook, for NICAP.

Sources Mr. Cook's special report, courtesy Richard Hall.

JBS^HU- mi , 1* khiji.'ijk»



1967 Addenda

i . i

Sumner, 1967 Late afternoon Fort Lauderdale, Florida Type E

Marge Rogers was sitting in her den reading a bcok on -flying saucers -when she
felt her hair stand up as if from an electrical current. She looked up & saw 2 men
8 ft tall, wearing space suits. "The helnets were like boxes, with a square box
on top." The men's eyes appeared to be blue. She heard a deep voice sayi "Tell
your people to stop trying to find out about us in outer sp.ace." The men then
disappeared. Since this experience she has "become very psychic."

Investigatort Douwe Bosga (for CUFOS)

Source: Witness's letter to CUFOS.



June, 1967 2100 Sarandl (R.G.D.S.), Brazil Type G

Dirceu Goes, a Biscateiro, was returning from work on a cold June night
when he saw a luminous ball that descended to an altitude of 30 ft. It project
ed a beam of light to the ground, around which, as if by a circular stairway,
2 beings 33" in stature descended to the ground. They passed a "ribbon" around
Goes, and he was pulled into the ball through an opening in its lower part,
and given a seat one foot high to sit on. (When he stood he had to stoop: the
interior of the ball was no more than 5 ft high.) The little men had round
human-like faces with blue eyes, and reddish or blond hair; they wore high-
necked ash-gray suits, with shoes that were a continuation of the garment. They
spoke a language he did not understand. There was a TV screen in the vessel.
After a 3-hr trip, they were in daylight, and he could see cities with tall
buildings, and forests of a dark color. 3 hrs later they were back in darkness
again, and they let him off at the place where they had captured him (tying him
up & letting him down 10 ft: the cable "untied itself" when he reached the
ground.) '

As after-effects, G. spent 5 days in bed with dysentery and fever; for the
first 3 or 4 days he noted air or gas that passed from his bladder when urinat
ing. For a month he stayed at home, with frequent headaches.

Investigators: SBEDV.

Source: SBEDV Special Bulletin (1975), p. 5.4.



1967 Addenda

June, 1967 Q3QQ Rivesville, \\. Va. Type G

Jennings H. Frederick, a farm boy vho had just graduated from high school,
arose in a semi-waking state' and walked in his underclothing to a field l/4 mile
from his house, where he fully woke to see "a huge object about the size of a foot
ball field" at about 300 ft altitude—it was intensely white-luminous with flashing
red and blue lights. Frightened, he ran for hoiie, but "the object imparted a tele
pathic message that it would soon return", began to buzz loudly, and moved away
rapidly. The telepathic messB.ge said that the UFO occupants "were tired, seeking
peace, keeping an eye on us, and would soon communicate again." It also said that
J. F. "would remember very little about the encounter until just before the second
contact." i

In the latter part of 1976, the witness "suddenly recalled the entire encoun
ter." He had been taken aboard the UFO and given a physical examination (without
removing his clothing) and had met the captain, who said that his name was "Zarcon"
and that he k his people "were not physical in the sense of -tr.ings we consider as
being solid in nature." He also said that he was from a planet "in the sector of
Triangus Terri Elipson", and that his people have been watching ours for 20,000
years. He opened a window in the UFO by thought alone. Inside the UFO "everything
seemed to emit light, there were no light fittings", but the floor was metallic.

J. F. "floated" both into and out of the UFO, which was "2 or 2.5 stories high."
2arcon was 7-10 ft tall, "fluctuating in sire." He was white as snow end had

a huge head with no nose, slits for nostrils, pointed ears, large "wrap-around"



1 jSeyes, and only a slit for a mouth. He had long arms with 4-fingered hands, "he wore
a long robe v.frich covered' his feet, and floated 2 ft off the floor. As he talked.

{ by .telepathy, he "made a mumbling sound." "At one point during our conversation
i his'body disappeared and only his head remained, which enlarged to about the size

of a washing machine or stove."
f t

' Investigator: i
t

i Source: UFOCUS #2 (Fall 1977.)



196? Addendum

New Ab. June 1^ I967 Night Bovington (Herts), England Type E i
I

A man walking alone along a bridal path came upon a strange figure bending
down by the side of the path. The figure was short and was wearing what looked *
like a black one-piece leather suit. He had a trowel-like object in his hand
and appeared to be digging In the earth. When he noticed the witness approaching
the figure made a strange, high-pitched sound, .

Investigators Jenny Randies

Stources AWARENESS VI-4 (winter 1977), p. 11

»



1967 Addenda

June 25, 1967 iQgp Nea^ Durham^Connecticut -Tvno r '
lype-tr

to the east, the other to the^stn VL^ Came 2 Smaller oh^cUi one "•*
in falling-leaf fashion Lm.h + °f the wSCS Came toward him> descending
in color. %he next n of wh',T\, *^^ l/4 mUe *Wa^ " was dull me^icbefore 2« ^S* ^^ *!£ ^T^TSurT ""^ * ^ ^ ^

,- with a^Ite^r: llgh^bfSirf? J? "^V"" '—*•'" ^ »*• in aroom1/-remembered being on a ?able ll ""f;*1*? USht' ^ a later session, he
"large bald heads, no nose "'taoere'd"^ ^ *J P+\P8°nS * hi» head * fect *° hadi .progress. ' taPered faces. Further hypnotic investigation is in

Investigators: David Webb &Richard Nycz.

Source: Webb's preliminary'report of lo/29/77.



67-53 Late June, >196? .Evening Near Downievllle,, California Type F
• ° - - ,•',-' /

A family;*of tourists0 who refused to be identified, reported that while
camping, at O Uild Plum Campground they heard a whistling sound and saw a
large saucer-like object descend on a parking area. Robot-like arms came
out of the vessel's sides and took samples of earth (from a parking lot?—tb).
A turret atop the object turned so that a large porthole faced them, and they
heard clicking sounds. Then a mechanical-sounding voice "asked thea to iden
tify themselves from left to right," which they did. The object again emitted
a whistling sound and took off vertically at high speed.

Investigators

Sources Downievllle (Calif.) Mountain Messenger. 6/29/67.

I,
, K

£1



'67-54 July 7. 1967 0300 Palma de Majorca (Balearic Islands). Spain Type E •--
.(>

The daughter of the C$unt de Ribas was awakened by an intense light .
that came from the patio. From her window she saw two small figures appar
ently speaking to one another. They had very large heads, possibly due to
the presence of helmets, and huge eyes. The witness tried turning on the
lights but they did not works she went to get candles and when she returned
all had vanished. Two small-marks on the outside of the wall were found
that could only be removed by scraping the walls after it had been painted,
the marks re-appeared.

Investigators Antonio Ribera.

Sources FSR XV-1, iiis FSR Sp Issue #<* (Aug. 1971), 49% Ballester
Qlmos. 200 Type I Cases,-11.



"7^

67-55 July 6V 1967 Warminster (Wilts). England . Type E i

"Unidentified woman reports "man," psychological effects1 very low * h
weight." (More data required—tb.) f:

§••
Investigators

Sources Peter Rogerson, citing "Plying Friends," 105.

-- . ^ . : " -- -, I



1967 Addenda

6?-55 J»ly 8. 1967 Night Cradle Hill. England (Warminster) !

m»rt **< f*0*16™1*1 "ashlights (Bob Strong, Sybil Champion, and an anonymous

on hi« J!!h L5 'vf 7 aS if Md* °f l***herette", his face was pale, and
S^a^JiE w * °k h°°d ^ helm9t- He SUddenJy Tani6hed' A4*h **"•••to t£T™ !' ? !6n V9Iy BMoh friShtened hy seeing this being, she had gonelv*et%Z8«h«° ^J*1***8 • -ouad "ke aswam of bets, and founa herself para-
UafaotS Later rl "**'< ™T t* ^^ ***iaat hiS 0l0thi^ " -*• a^rock-baS to^d thf^'/ °TerinE ln her 1«*"*,« oar. she suddenly started to run
shaped rtd i™? ™°*Tin* ^ had t0 be dr^oA back to th« •••*• »•» a torpedo-P^sha^d" of *^ J066 ^ &dr0nln6 80und» *"e* away. The next day. a» copse Sin ! rent ^Pf68310* *• found in the grass 650 yards behind £•copse, as well as large footprints in the copse, showing criss-cross ridges on th.

' Investi^aton Arthur Shuttlewood.
i ]

Source, Shuttlewood, Warnings From Flying Friends, pp. 104-107.



1967 frjiil^uiidk

(HumCat #831) •

^ • '
July 14, 16,(& 17^ 1967 Arc-sous-Cicon (Doubs), France Type D

"Several children observed beings of small stature with protruding stomachs,
dressed, in black suits, who ran very fast, apparently without touching the ground.
Traces were, found, a circle of burnt grass 4 meters in diameter, and 3 prints of
little feet.

We now know that the beings in question were already in the area 3 days
earlier, since they were seen on the 14th and 16th by an agricultural worker."

Investigators Eric Zurcher*.

Souroet lurcher In La Revue des Soucoupes Volantes #3 (197 ), pp. 13f.



July 15. 1967 0500 Fairmont Park. Philadelphia. Penna. Type G

Charles S. L. (confidential), out for a morning0s jogging, was doing his
roadwork in Fairmont Park when he was joined by two young aen who ran along
with him. Blond-haired and with eyes set close together, they were wearing
nustard-colored coveralls, and said nothing to him. After the run, they led
hia up a tsall into a wooded area of the park, where he saw a landed flying
saucer, about "one-third of a football field" wide, brown on the underside and
•white on the upper side, resting on four pods. He was conducted inside, where
he found no sign of instrumentation except for several tubes of different
shades of yellow, and a computer-like machine no bigger than a typewriter.
The walls were decorated with photographs of women "who looked Scandinavian, i
except for the eyes being closer together." Then the craft took off, and "we
spent the whole day flying around." The next morning they let hia off at the
park again, giving hia for a souvenir a metal disc, white on one side and
black on the other, which he found would levitate for 10" at intervals of 121
minutes. Inquiries for more details went unanswered.

Investigators

Sources Witness's letter to NICAP, 7/29/67, courtesy of R. Hall.



July 17. 1967 0100 Newville. Pennsylvania Type A '*'.
19, • ;.£

While driving home, Stanley L. B./(confidential) noticed a light that -\
he first thought was the moon, but it moved towards him and dropped into a ;;.
position directly in front of his car, keeping 15 to 20 yards away, while he U'.
drove at 55 mph. It was a roundish object, 10-15 feet in diameter, and was r.
glowing brightly with an orange light. B, thought he could see the shadowy
silhouette of a man-like figure Inside the object, apparently working at
controls of some sort. When he slowed down, the UFO rose above the telephone
wires, but continued to pace him all the way home. There he called out his
sister, Joanne (17) and her boyfriend, Carl B. (18), and all saw the object
hovering over a field. When he drove away it followed the car again, and
returned with him to the house, where all three could now make out the form
of the occupant inside the object. There was no sound. While they were in «;!v
the house the UFO disappeared. This encounter occurred during a continuing -/;
spate of UFO sightings in south-central Pennsylvania.

Investigators Ivan Kerns, Carlisle, Pa., for NICAP.

Sources Special report by Mr. Kerns, 8/29/67, courtesy of R. Hall.
(••



67-53 July 17. 1967 1500 Arc-sous-Cicon (Doubs). France Type D »,' .•

A 5-year-old girl, Patricia Bepolx, ran to her parents in teror, saying ••/:'
she had come upon some "little Chinamen" who had tried to catch her. 15-
year-old Joelle .Ravier went to the spot and saw a strange little creature -"<'
running very fast among the bushes, with leg movements more rapid than a <7,-;
human's. The being was 3 feet tall, black, and had a protruberant belly and Li
very short legs; his arms were not seen. He wore a short jacket that -/4.
floated behind him as he ran. Joelle and another, Marie-Reine Mairot, also £_»••
heard someone beyond the bushes talking in a strange sing-song fashion. More f.-\
than a dozen yellow patches subsequently appeared in the grass at the site. \f$r

:\ Several hours later, there were widespread reports of, objects and fireballs j,^'
by hundreds of people all over Europe, it was reported that these sightings' '*$
were the result of satellite re-entry decay or, possibly, a spectacular fire- '"5V
ball. %

Investigators Joel Mesnard, for GEPA. p?
if-':

Sources France-Soir (Paris), 7/20, Aurora (Paris), 7/20, Phenomenes ££•
Spatlaux #13 (Sept. 1967), 19-20,, reprinted in FSR XIX-1, 10-11. 0J.



I67-59 July 17. 1967" 'Evehing Belfast. Ireland Type B • fc}
•-• '' ¥Mr.;vE. Browne was walking in a wood near his home when he- came upon a *s

"dish-liCi1; object hovering 8 feet above the ground. It was of a dull blue- %
^ ?~^i\$oltf*;*t%±h -a. rough and pitted outer surface, and about the size of a car. £

-• y.>.^s'l5V.io\,&4;'.*t^t, an opening appeared in the center of the underside and ft
'.-•fate --.i'v_--i-*teaan-like figures dropped slowly to the ground and then walked '
>away into the woods.. Several minutes later they came back and drifted back '*•

: into the craft, which rose silently into the air and-vanished from sight.

Investigators

Sources FSR XIII-6, 31 (citing first-hand report from the witness),



6'/-60 July 18. 1967 0130 Boardman. Ohio Type D
*

Rev. Anthony De Polo, in bed, heard a very loud whining sound that rose
and fell in pitch. Then he received a distinct mental message telling him to
go* to the window. He did so, and saw a 5-foot tall figure wearing a luminous
tight-fitting garment, there was also a source of light coming from above the
figure (although De Polo actually so no object). He stepped out onto his
porch and mentally heard the wordss "You have nothing to fear." He began to
walk toward the being when the whining noise began again and he heard, "Danger,
I must!t|o." Then the figure dissolved into a blurred glow of light. Before
its pasiffig De Polo received another message of a personal nature. On the same
night and not too far from De Polo's home, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Dixon, hearing
a loud noise outside, looked out and saw an object hovering over their home.
It moved off toward the south (in the direction of De Polo's home) after about
5 minutes. —First-hand inquiries disclosed that De Polo has had a number of
sightings and "contacts" subsequently. •

Virgil Tarleton, Goodyear UFO Society,
Investigatorss John Keel, for FSR,/ Prof. Theodore Spickler, for MUFON.

Sourcess Youngstown (Ohio) Vindicator, 7/20/67, tape transcript of
excerpts from a first-hand account he gave at a meeting of the
Goodyear UFO Society, courtesy of fiSffifi, Keel, J., "An Unusual
Contact Claim From Ohio," FSR XIV-1, 25-26, letter from Virgil
Tarleton to FSR correcting errors in Keel's report, XIV-3, 22,
special report by T. Spickler, 6/II/75, courtesy of the investigator.



196? Addenda

New July 19, 1967 Sao Benedjto do Sul (Pernambuco), Brazil Type B

A young girl (unidentified by name) saw a saucer-shaped object hovering
above a cornfield; inside the object she could see a humanoid entity of smail
stature, and a second similar entity was observed outside. The second entity
made gestures at the girl, who interpreted them to be an inquiry about the
edibility of the corn. JAt some point a dog nearby began barking, and the
second entity quickly- boarded the vehicle, which ascended rapidly.
' T '. '"" I ' '•

'Investigators Enock Burgos, for SBDEV.

Sources SBEDV Bulletin #104/111 (May 1975-August 1976), llv
' - I ' •
(Courtesy of Richard Heiden. This is a paraphrase of the English summary;
Richard Heiden has Ipromised to send a translation of the. Burgos report—tb.)



67-61 July 20. 1967 2115 Titusville. Florida ' ' Type A ~""-

Mrs. Elizabeth Douglas (49) had tripped and fallen on her lawn and was
just rising when she saw an aerial object about 200 feet away about 60-70 feet
above the ground. The object was 50-60 feet in dianeter, shaped like a dome on
an Inverted saucer, and had five square windows around the dome brightly illu
minated from within by a white light. In the fourth of these, as the object
passed slowly over the street, was visible a lean humanoid form with an egg-
shaped head and long arms, which were raised in front of it. She viewed this
entity for about two minutes. The object appeared to be of dull-finished metal.
Mrs. Douglas' daughter, Ingrid (20), joined her and also saw the object as it
moved away, but did not see its occupant.

Investigators CLark McClelland, for NICAP.

Sources Mr. Clark's special report, 7/30/67, courtesy of R. Hall.



67-62 July 21. 1967 Afternoon Pamlico County. North Carolina Typ*s. • C
'1. _ -

Ronnie Hill (14), working in the garden, noticed a strange odor that '
made his eyes water. About 15 minutes later he heard a buzzing sound, and saw
in the sky a black hat-like object and a spherical object," 9 feet in diameter
and white in color. He ran to the house to, fetch his camera, and when he
returned saw that the white ball had landed on the ground. He heard a loud

noise, and a little man 3i - 4 feet tall came from behind the ball, dressed in a
skin-tight silvery suit and carrying a funnel-shaped black implement, which he
put on the ground. Then he picked it up, went behind the ball, and the loud noise
was heard again. A blue flame burst from beneath the ball, and it rose into the
air, where it was pulled by a rod into an opening into the larger ship, which took
off at high speed. Meanwhile Ronnie had taken a. color photograph (reproduced in
black and white in the source),- showing a little man with the funnel, and the ball
in the backround. —The investigator subsequently repudiated this case as genuine

(see FSR XVII-3, 12).

Investigators John Keel, for SAGA Magazine, and FSR.

Sources Keel, J., "The 'Little man' pf North Carolina," FSR XV-1, 15-I6j
Keel, J., "Savage Little Men from Outer Space," Saga. March 1969.



67-63 July 24, I967 2200 Between Mareuil and Ste. Hermine. France Type A

Between Mareuil and Ste.« Hermine, Daniel Bonifait and his family saw! a red
disc, the size of a building, fall 300 yards away behind a hill. Dark forms were
observed on the disc's surface, and the forest seemed to be ablaze as the wit
nesses drove away in fear.

Investigators *

Sources Vallee, Magonla. 347-348, citing "GEPA" (Phenoaenes Spatiaux?).



67-64 July 26. I967 Evening» Big Tujunga Canyon. California Type F

While driving with friends, a voice spoke to tfe» Maris ? telling her
and her companions to watch for "something unusual within 300 feet." Soon a j
huge saucer appeared to the left, "sorta hanging on the cliff, like." It fol
lowed them for several miles. They went back the next night, and it re-appeared
"with the spacemen Kronin, Karaff, and one or more others speaking to us." The
spacemen "picked up our car and propelled it some 2 or 3 miles down the road, , ,"
The third night they returned to the 3ite "I met, and we heard from Kronih again,
but no ship. The fourth night the same," These contacts went on and on through
the summer.

Investigators

Sources Keel, J., "The Glendale, California, Contact Claim," FSR Special
Issue #2, 63-65.



67-67 July 31. 196? 2215 Churchvllle. New York Type B

Sidney Zipkin (50), a county, park employe, was just pulling into County
Park parking lot when the lights of his truck fell on an object sitting on the
ground. It was a spherical central body with two extensions on either side
tipped with several green lights. At that moment, two black-clad beings ap
peared in the beams of the truck lights and made a bee-line toward the object,
disappearing through a door that closed behind them. They moved • very fast.
The object then ascended straight up with a hissing noise. There were attendant
sightings in the area on the next several nights. It was later disclosed that
Zipkin had a long record of arrests, mostly for pert and grand larceny charges.

and James E. Sipprell,
Investigators Jeffrey J. Gow/ for NICAP.

Sourcess Rochester (N.Y.) Democrat-Chronicle, 8/3/67 (Rick Thomas, "UFOs
in Churchville?"); op,. cit„, 8/4/67 (Bob Bickel, "Whuffo UFO? Seven •;,-*
Night Workers Back ZipkiiFJ; op_. cit., 8/5, "UFO Report Probe Placed";
OR. cit, 8/8/67, "UFO Man Fired For Jail Records, op., cit., 8/9/67,'
UFO Reports Investigated, Zipkin is Doubted," by Rick Thomas; APRO
Bulletin, July-August I967, 7; Special Report by Jeffrey J. Gow,
8/26/67.



1967 Addenda

New August (undated), 196? 2330 Chingford (Essex). England Type C

A young man and his girl friend, in a parked car just inside
Epping Forest, saw a small stationary red light ahead of them, which
shortly faded, they then saw a flare-like red light shoot up from the
ground by a tree, from which spark-like lights 3hot out and bounced
about. In the glow of these lights, the couple then saw two figures

. emerge from the darkness, each 1.5-3 ft, tall, dressed in what looked
like long white raincoats, or mackintoshes, hiding the legs. The heads
were round, with no features visible. (They were approx, 75 yds, from
-the couple.) Finally, a glowing oval light flew in a zig-zag toward the
car at the height of about 6 feet, alarmed, they drove away. At a near
by,cottage they met a man who said he had seen strange lights in the
forest. They reported the incident to the local police, saying they
had seen someone setting off "fireworks" in the forest. No trace was
found by investigating police.

N.B. The car ignition failed om several times when they tried to
leave the forest.

Investigators Barry King, for BUFORA.
i

Sources First-hand report in BUFORA Journal. V-4 (Nov.-Dec, 1976),
pp. 9, Hi Jenny Randies, in OFFICIAL UFO, 1-13 (Dec. 19?6), 46,



67-68 August 3» 196? 2330 Caracas. Venezuela Type B

Juan and Maria "deSoto", sleeping in their car because of an earthquake
alert, saw a glowing-white disc-shaped object hovering 100 feet up outside their
front door. Presently a small luminous object shaped like a light bulb emerged
and came down nearly to the ground, approx. 15-25 feet away. A door in this
slid open and a luminous little figure emerged, no more than 3 feet tall, dressed
in some kind of coverall suit and helmet. He picked up some stones from the
gravel walk, studied them for a moment, then dropped them and re-entered his
"bsaLb," which re-ascended to the larger object. The latter was observed by at
least 3 neighbors, many of whom were sleeping outdoors because of the quakes.

Investigators Joe Rolas, of Caracas, and the Lorenzens, for APRO.

Sourcess Lorenzens, swJ;,-.v,^,^=—> UFOs Over the Americas. 43-44, Whole Story.
182-84; APRO Bulletin. Sept.-Oct. 1967, 12; Lorenzen, Coral,
"LatestReportss 'Little Men' From UFOs," FATE Magazine. May 1968.
55-57. -



67-69 August 7, 196? 0200 San Bernardino (Caracas), Venezuela Type C

Pedro Riera was awakened by his bed's being shaken, and he saw in front-of
him a small being with a disproportionately large head, wearing a "rubber suit."
He jumped out of bed and grabbed the little man,. but he wriggled free and went
out the 2nd-floor window. Riera looked out and saw a round, multicolored lum
inous object so brilliant that he had to close his eyes. In the morning he
found deposits of a rust-like substance, and small footprints in this "rust"
on the pavement below his balcony. Several neighbors had observed the UFO.

Investigator: Guillermo Jose Schael, for El Universal (Caracas).

Sourcess Schael, G. J„, "On the Avenida Avila of San Bernardino" (that's
a sub-head; the larger headline is missing from my copy—tb), El
Universal (Caracas), 8/8/67; Castillo, C., "Flying Saucers Seen
This Morning" (this is erroneousi they were seen two mornings before),
EL Mundo (Caracas), 8/9/67; APRO Bulletin, Nevr-Bee»- I967, 12

Sep.-Oct.



67-70 August 7. 1967 Afternoon : Caracas, Venezuela Type B D

Dr. Luis Sanchez Vegas, a well-known doctor in Caracas, was confronted in
his office by a little humanoid being less than 4 feet tall, who requested^a
physical examination. Speaking perfect Spanish, he told the doctor not tc^'be
surprised at his high temperature, as he was not from earth. He had a large,
round head with large eyes extending arBBxdxfchaxsfcibs to the sides of his head,
no ears, a slit-like mouth, and only 10 teeth. He told Dr. Sanchez that on his
planet reproduction was different
his parents. After the visit Dr.

from that on earth, and that he did not know
S. suffered a heart attack (although this may

have been a ruse to isolate him from Inquisitive newsmen).

Investigators Carlos Castillo, for El Mundo.

Sourcess Castillo, C., "Retrace the Steps of Martian in the Medical
Center," El Mundo, 8/I7/67; "Account of Dr, Sanchez Vegas - Visitor
Was a Man From Another

EL Universal, 8/20/67;
1967; Lorenzens, UFOs

World," Ultimas Noticias (Caracas), 8/19/67;
EL Mundo, 8/22, APRO Bulletin, Sep.-Oct.
Over The Americas, ?5; FSR XIV-3, 18-19.



67-71 August 12, 1967 0245 Ogema, [Wisconsin Type ?
I sleeping in their camper

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Miedtke1, eaR»pifig-Reaj?-Ogema, were awakened by the
barking of their dog; looking out, they saw a hemispherical object in an ad
jacent" field throwing a beam of l'ight on their milkhouse; their dog stopped
barking and they were suddenly aware that all outdoor night sounds had ceased.
They next heard the footsteps of ja heavy figure walking on the gravel outside
their camper. Frightened, Miedtke reached for his gun, although no attempt
was made to enter the camper. They heard the footsteps twice more, each time
moving in the same direction. Frightened, they did not look out. At dawn,
they heard a generator-like sound; the dog began to bark and when they looked
out, all was normal. j

Investigators '

Sourcess APRO Bulletin, Sep.-Oct. I967, 1; Lorenzens, Americas, 27-29.



67-72 August 12, I967. Night St. Louis de Kent, N.E., Canada Type £

A dozen teenagers reported ihkt they saw a "huge, black'monster" descend
from a lighted craft in a wooded area. They were returning from a dance when
they caught sight of a figure dressed in black, with a black face and goggles.
They didn't approach "the monster," which quickly disappeared.

Investigators

Sources Moncton (N.B.) Times, 8/I7/67.

"H



67-73 August 13. 1967 1600 Near Crlxas (Goias). Brazil Type B
[4TJ ~

As Inacio de Souza/and his wife Maria were approaching their home at Santa.
Maria, they saw three figures "playing about" on the landing strip of the owner
of the fazenda. The beings were wearing skin-tight clothing of pale yellow. At
the end of the landing, strip was an object having the shape of an inverted wash
basin. De Souza, carrying a .44 carbine, fired a shot at the nearest person.
Just then a beam of green light was emitted from the UFO^and struck de Souza on
the head and shoulder; he fell unconscious. The three entities entered the
object, which then took off vertically at high speed, with a sound like the hum
ming of bees, De Souza not only incurred a circular burned patch 6" in diameter
but upon examination by a physician was found to have leukemia, of which he
died in less than two months.

Investigatorss Dr. Olavo Fontes (uncompleted because of his death); J.
Pereira and F. Carrion; Sr. Willi Werz, of The Brazil Herald; etc.

Sourcess Bowen, C, "A Fatal Encounter," FSR. XV-2, 13-14, APRO Bulletin.
March-April I969, 1& 5; Phenomenes Spatiaux #19, March I969, 24-
28; Correio do Povo (Porto Alegre), Dec. 22, I969.



I

67-74 August 14. 1967 Near Richibucto. N.B.. Canada Type E
Tease 67-72)

Two days after the St. Luois de Kent encounter, an unidentified woman «
from St. Charles reported sighting a similar figure in the woods near the same
road. Richibucto RCMP searched the area; although they located a man dressed
in black, there was no apparent connection with the encounters.

Investigatorss .RCMP officers.

Sources Same as case 67-72.



67-75 About Augjust 15. 1967 Daytime Caracas. Venezuela Type D ?,

The family of a NICAP staff worker had an associate in Caracas who was
visited by a "little mani" upon request, the party involved, Phillip W. (name
confidential), provided detailss a small (3 feet tall), brown-skinned, poorly
dressed peasant made several visits to the man's office soliciting money for
a gold expedition in southern Venezuela. He at no time made a claim of being
a "Martian," although the news circulating in Caracas at the moment made the
connection understandable. It was Mr. W.'s opinion that it was the same little
man that had visited. Dr. Sanchez a week earlier.

Investigator:

^pureesLetter to Gordon Lorefrom the "witness,*.' 9/19/67.



67-77 August. 16. 1967 1300 Antimano (Fed. District). Venezuela Type D

10-year-old Jose Gregorio Bouaci was in his room when he encountered a
"little men" who tried to talk to him; the being was short, white-skinned, and
had an over-sized head with no ears. The boy left his room screaming that he
had seen a Martian; he was so frightened he threw up.

Investigators

,, Sourcess Same as 67-76; Richard Heiden list, citing Ribera (p. 408),
quoting Ultimas Noticlas (Caracas).



67-78 August 19. 1967 2145 Near Chambersburg, Pennsylvania Type C

Miss Lonnie Jo H. (name confidential) was driving home with her boyfriend,
Bill S. of Philadelphia, when he shouted to her that he had seen a UFO in a
field. She turned the car around and drove back and they!both saw a brightly
white-luminous object in the field. Then they heard a noise from the fence row
beside the road, and saw there a little humanoid-figure whose sight terrified
the girl. There was "something strange about his hands," and he was wearing
luminous clothing that was "formed in blocks" (like a quilt). She was too
frightened to recall the features of his facej sorSt she drove off as fast as she
could. There was interference with the car radio during the encounter.

•? <* . Investigators George Cook, for NICAP.

Sources Special report by Cook.



67-79 August 22. I967 2230 Orly Airport area, nr Paris. France Type

(Source missing from1 my files—tb.)

Investigators

. ' rk Sources Brief clipping and followup up note from investigator to NICAP.



6?-80 August 22. 1967 Night Santa Monica. Venezuela Type D
Ricardo Hurtado and Antonio Piedra, two young men, heard a noise "like

horses galloping" coming from their kitchen; investigating, they encountered

two small beings who left hurriedly. There were no lights on in the room and
details were not seen, but because of the late hour, they did not believe the
visitors couold have been children.

Investigators

Sources APRO Bulletin, Sep.-Oct. 1967, 13.



67-81 August 23. 1967 0400 Near Joyceville. Ontario, Canada Type B
from (20) •

Driving ft his home in Toronto early in the morning, Stanley Moxon/saw
a green light in a field off the road ahead of his car; he turned off his
headlights and swung onto a side road to get closer. Turning his lights on
again, he saw a huge craft shaped like to saucers put together, and two human
like entities about 4 feet high in white uniforms and helmets. They %~^~J~-1

•"seemed to be at work around their machine;" when they were discovered, they
quickly jumped into the object, which took off silently at tremendous speed.

Investigators Police officers in Smiths Falls and Kingston.
(Ont.) &

Sourcess Klhgston/Whlg-Standard, 8/24/6?; Canadian Press wire story, .
9/21/67; Saucer News. XV-3, 25; APRO Bulletin. Sep.-Oct. I967, 14;
Lorenzens, Americas, 32, 172-73; &c.



67-82 August 23. 1967 2300 Kolmarden, Sweden Type C

A boy and a girl ("Erik &Inga"), both 15, were walking in the evening
when they noticed a reddish glow descending into a woods. When they reached
an abandoned cabin, they saw a conical light glow on its wall,.and the red light
re-appeared. Alarmed by this, they walked to the home of the boy's sisters,
where they found a round, brightly luminous object hovering about 13 feet in

: the air. Then they heard a whistling sound and footsteps, and finally a
little being jumped out from behind some bushes, 35 feet "away. It was 4 feet
4 inches tall; its face was at first in shadow. Then it jerkily raised its
head and arms, holding a box from which a short tube protruded. "Its head was
very large covered by hair, or a helmet; it had large dark eyes, and a nose
and mouth that together formed an "X." It was bowlegged, and around each ankle
was a brilliant, white-glowing wire. The witnesses fled for home. The next
day at the site the boy found some apples that had been broken apart, some with
the marks of 5 fingernails,.or claws, on £he' broken surfaces, and others that
were coated with an ill-smelling slime. Also, deep, strange, footprints, 6"
long and with '3 toes, were found outside their houses.

Investigatorss K. Gosta Rehn, for APRO; Sven Schalin, for Swedish group.

Sourcess APRO Bulletin, Sep.-Oct. I967, 1 & 5: Saucers. Space and
Science, Fall 1968, 13 (Schalin report); Lorenzens, Whole Story.

278.



67-83 August 24. I967 1700 Wodonga (Victoria). Australia Type C

While riding his motorcycle from Sydney to Melbourne, Ron Hydes (age?)
was blinded by a light above him so brilliant that he was forced to stop. He
then saw, 100 feet away, a metallic object 25-30 feet in diameter, shaped like
two saucers put together but separated by a band of metal 9-12 " deep. The

; , underside of the object was dark grey, the upper half like polished chrome; it'

bore a small dome of aluminum-like appearance, surmounted by a small flat-topped
bell 12" deep, Hydes* attention was diverted momentarily, and when he looked
back he saw two figures about 5 feet tall standing by the UFO, wearing close-
fitting silvery coveralls that covered hands and feet. On their heads they wore
opaque "fishbowl"-type helmets. One of the figures took two steps forward and
beckoned to the witness, but Hydes jumped onto his machine, in fear, and took
off at 100 mph. However, the*UFO, giving off a pink glow, followed him. When
he stopped again he saw it tilt up at a 45-degree angle, the glow turning a
bright red, and shoot up into the air at tremendous speed, disappearing in only
seconds. The entire episode had lasted approximately 5 minutes.

Investigators N. Thornhill, and Peter Norris, of the Victoria Flying
Saucer Research Society.

Sourcess Special report by Mr. Norris; APRO Bulletin. Sep.-Oct. I967,
13-14, citing Mr. Norris' report; Hugill, Joanna, "On the Road From
Sydney to Melbourne," FSR XIV-2 (March-April I968), 3 & 11, also
citing the Norris report; Lorenzens, Whole Story. 1?Q-181, 284;
FSR (VUFORS), #8; DATA-NET, May 1970;~&F.



67-84 August 26, 1967 Morning Near Maturin, Venezuela Type D

Driving on the highway to Maturin, Sr. Saki Macharechi saw what appeared
♦ to be a large bird flying overhead; it landed near a bridge and he took" it at

first to be a heron. On approaching closer (within 9 feet), he saw that it was
a little human-like figure and not a heron. Frightened, he stepped on the gas
and drove away. .

Investigators

o .t^„ Americas,
Sourcess APRO Bulletin. Sep.-Oct. I967, 13? Lorenzens, MflflflanBg 78-79;

aiBMSIffl Lorenzens, Encounters. 234. ~



67-85 August 26, 1967 0200 Maquetia Airport, Venezuela ' Type D

Marine Pfc. Esteban Cova was just leaving the hangar at Maquetia Airport
when he was acousted by a small being about 3 feet tall and covered with a sort"

* -of wiry hair; the little man had a very large head, bulging eyes, and made a
deep whistling sound that gave the witness a prickling sensation throughout his
body. He- then spoke, in Spanish, asking Cova, "Won't you come with us? We need
one more." Cova fainted.

Investigators.

Sourcess APRO 'Bulletin, Sep.-Oct.- 1967, 13; Lorenzenss Americas, 79-



1967 Addenda

67-86 August 29, 1967 Cradle Hill (Warminster). England

A cone-shaped UFO was seen by 25 witnesses to land 1000 yards from the
copse on Cradle Hill; Arthur ShuttleTtood went toward it, finding that bright
beams of light were shooting out from a conioal & revolving rim. 300 yards from
the UFO, he spoke to a being (he gives no details, except that the meeting was
"reassuring*'.) The spaceship "blacked out" after 6 minutes. As he walked baok,
S, heard above his head something like a gigantic bird flapping its wings, & felt
a downdraft of wind.

Investigator? none.

Sources Shuttlewood, Warnings From Flying Friends, p. 53.



67-87 August 29, 1967 1030 Cussac (Cantal), France Type B

13-year-old Francois Delpeuch and his younger sister, Anne Marie (9),
tending the cows, saw four schildren" 3»5 to 4 feet tall on the other side of
the road, near a 6-foot spherical object of dazzling brilliance that was
resting on the ground. On looking closer they saw that the beings were com
pletely black—either naked, or wearing skin-tight black coveralls. They had
pointed heads, which were also wmummi. black. One was picking something up off
the ground', another had a bright object, like a mirror. On becoming aware of
the children, they rose up vertically, one after the other, and plunged head
first into the top of the sphere, which then rose on a spiral path with a whist
ling noise. It left a smell of sulphur behind it.

Investigatorss Joel Mesnard and Claude Pavy, for GEPA.

Sourcess Mesnard & Pavy, "Encounter With 'Devils"," FSR XIV-5, 7-9 (re
printing the report from Phenomenes Spatiaux, June 1968); APRO
Bulletin, July-August 1968, 1 & 4 (citing Phenomenes Spatiaux);
Lorenzens, Whole Story, 280-281, and Encounters, 234-.



67-88 September 2, I967 Night Hato Viejo Fazenda (Nr Caracas). Venez. Type B
i

Nelson Gutierrez, a salesman, encountered a landed UFO on the Plains
Highway, near.the HAto Viejo farm; from out of the object a came a being
(undescribed in the sources), a photograph of which-the witness claimed, in
press accounts, to have taken. A copy of this picture was not made available,
and the photographer's intent was to sell it when he had it developed.

Investigators"

Sources Lorenzens, Americas, 78, citing local press accounts.*



1967 Addenda

Stoke-on-Trent :
New September 2, I967 0130 Bentilee Estate/(Staffs.), England Type C

Mrs. Barbara Ward, awakened, by her baby,\glanced out her window and saw,
in the adjacent fields, a very bright yellow object with an orange light on
top, in the shape of an inverted saucer. It appeared to be on, or just
above the ground, and its light appeared to fluctuate in intensity. She
could hear no sound, although she was behind the glass window. She| reported
to the investigators that she "half-imagined" she could see shadowy figures
moving to and fro in front of the bright object during the half-hour she had
observed it,' but she could not be sure they were not just illusions1 caused
by her straining to look at the object. After watching for half an hour she
became tired and bored and went back to bed. The object had not moyed during
her observation. Examination of the field subsequently failed to reveal any
traces. This sighting occurred during a spate of independent UFO incidents
in the same area, '

Investigators 1 Roger Stanway and Anthony Pace. !

Sources Stanway, R.H., and Pace, A. R., UFO's — Unidentified, Undeniable,
published privately, April 1968 (revised edition, 1972), courtesy of
Mr, Stanway.



67-89 September 3, I967 Afternoon Caracas, Venezuela Type D

Miss Paula Valdez, an aspiring actress, came home from workl early with a
headache; lying down in her room, she was suddenly aware of someone else near
by, when she heard a kind of whistling noise. At the side of her: bed was a
small man, leaning toward her; the bedng had.a large head and prbminent eyes,
and said to her, in Spanish, "I want you to come with us so that you will know
other worlds. . ." Miss Valdez began screaming at the top of herjlungs and the
little man fled through the window. By the time her.family arrived, he had.de
parted.

Investigators Horacio Gonzales Ganfeaume, for APRO.

Sources Lorenzens, Americas. 80-81,'and Encounters. 224-225.



67-90 September 3, 1967 2305 & 2320 Avon. Connectidutt . Type D
67-91

James Hill, driving near Avon Mountain, reported seeing a "robot-like"
creature standing beside the road. The being was clothed in a one-piece
silvery garment that covered hands and feet, and moved its arms slowly and
stiffly, as though trying to stop cars. The figure was also seen at the same
time by an unidentified waitress, driving in the opposite direction. The being's
"head was covered by an opaque helmet. Investigating police officers found no' -

S|<7»i of +hff j9Cih<^. " ,

On the pext day, the police department received a call from a Mrs.
Ransome who independtly reported a similar encounter near the same site 15
minutes after the first report. Mrs. Ransome was taking her mother, Mrs.
Klieback, home. Mrs. Klieback verified the report. The "robot" was on the
north side of the road and as they approached, it turned 180° to face them
directly. It moved "robot-like" (they had not heard of the other reports)
and its facial features were concealed by a hood, and its garment covered
both hands and feet. Cars in the opposite lane had to swerve to pass it, and
the two women were too frightened to stop and investigate. Attendent UFO reports.

Investigatorss Police Officer^ E. Jadbvich, and Officers Roy, Pikora
and Kinsley.

Sources Police report,* 9/3 &4/67; Hartford Courant. 9/5/67.



(Carobobo),
67-92 September 4, I967 0510 Valencia/ Venezuela type B

Police Officer Porfirlo Antonio Andrade was on duty at City Hall when he
heard a humming sound, followed by footsteps. Investigating, with gun drawn,
he was confronted by a small figure less than 4 feet tall, with a large head
and bulging eyes that gave off a soft reddish glow; the figure wore a silver-
colored coverall. As the officer pointed his gun at the being, a voice from
above said, "Don't do him any harm, we are here on a peaceful mission. He will
not harm you." Looking up, Andrade saw an objeGt hovering in mid-air, wobbling
from side to side. The little man then addressed Andrade, in Spanish, saying
they would like him- to come as their guest to their world, much larger and with
many advantages; the police officer demurred, saying he was on duty. The
offer was repeated and Andrade, although frightened, restated his position
whereupon the little being lifted first one, then the other foot off the ground
and floated up to the object, into which he entered through an opening in. the
side. The.object then flew off. An official report was made to the Ministry
of the Interior. I

Investigatorss

Sources Lorenzens, Americas, 82, and Encounters, 225-226.



67-93 September 6, I967 2230 Bethpage State Park. L.I.. NBw York Type F

Dr. Edward W. Goldstein was driving past the park on his way home when
he saw an illuminated cigar-shaped object to the west, about 300 ft long and
50 feet above the ground A moment later a second identical object, rose-col
ored like the first, was seen to the south, and his car began to lose power
and finally stopped. At this point he heard, on his car radio, "some faint,
weird.chatter," the voices of what seemed to be four different men, although
he could not understand what it was they said. The sighting lasted about 30
minutes.

Investigators

.•Sources Richard Heiden*s list of Type I cases, citing Steiger and Whrlt-
enour.



67-94 September 8. 1967 0230 Caracas, Venezuela Type D

As Miss Alicia Rivas Aguilar (23) was getting ready for bed she noticed
a strange being just outside her bedroom window. It seemed to be gesticulating
but she did not get a good, look, for she began screaming and the creature flew
off. Her brother-in-law, as well as her parents, saw the creature flying off
over neighborhood roofs. He was surrounded by a yellow glow. Her brother-in-
law, Gumerslndo Neiro, got the best look from his own rooms when he heard her
screams, he looked out his window and saw the little being "shoving off" from
the window sill, he "soared as if he were lighter than air, with his hands and
feet pointed backwards." The creature flew east and out of sight among the
tall buildings in that section of the city. They all claimed he was wearing a
kind of metallic suit, and the odor of "melted iron" lingered in the air.

Investigators Horacio Gonzales Ganteaume, for APRO. |

Sourcet Lorenzens. Americas. 81, and Encounters^ 22J>.



67-95 September 1.1, I967 :0800 San Joao (Pemambuco), Brazil Type B

A saucer landed and two 70 cm. tall entities were observed by one witness,
(Need more data—tb,)

Investigaotrs

Sources Mark Rodeghier list, citing BUFORA Journal. II-l (I967), 14.



67-96 September 14. I967 0900 La Balela (Mlnas Gerais). Brazil1 Type B

A 16-year-old youth, Fabio Jose Diniz, noticed a brown mushroom-shaped
object (domed, supported by a short central pillar from its flat bottom), 60
feet in diameter, in the middle of a football field. It had round portholes
around the edge and flashing red, yellow, and blue lights from the underside
of the dome. When he approached, a glass-like screen dropped from the edge of
the dome to the ground, and at the same time an opening appearing at the base
of the central column. Two men, nearly 7 feet tall, emerged from this opening
and address him in Portugueses "Don't run away—come back!" While the one
entity made a complete turn around the column, the other again addressed the
youth, sayings "Appear here tomorrow, or we will take your family," Then
they re-entered the object and the transparent curtain was retracted and the
UFO, rotating, rose slowly in a vertical ascent. The beings were dressed from
head, to foot in green, tight-fitting "divers* suits" leaving only part of the
face visible. Their skin appeared greenish, with two large round eyes set far
apart, surmounted by triangular eyebrows; the nose and mouth were hidden by
the helmet (of one pice with the rest of the outfit), from which a tnin tube
ran downward, through the legs and to the back. One of the entities carried
in his arm a large cylindrical implement. Later, at the site, a small quantity
of scorched granular material with an unpleasant odor was found and analyses
showed it to be comprised of iron, aluminum, magnesium and silica. The youth
went back to the site the next day, as instructed, with the investigators),
but the UFO failed to appear. <

Hulvio B. , '
Investigators Dr./Aleixo, for C.I.C.O.A.N.I., Belo hjorizonte.

1

Sources Aleixo, H.B., "Humanoids Encountered at La Baleia," Parts I & II,
FSR XIV-6, 8-11, 20; and XV-1. 12-14



67-97 September 15.-1967 2045 Wlnsted. Connecticut ' Type c/D

Looking out of a second-floor window, Carol Luke and Ruth Passini (both
14) saw a white-to-red glowing elliptical object as large as a Volkswagen going
back and- forth at low altitude over nearby fields. After they had watched it
for half an hour (they later alerted their mothers, who also viewed the UFO),
theyheard some strange noises from the barn, about 50 feet from the house, and
a "put-put" sound as though a lawn mower was being started up. Then they saw
two figures dart out of the barn and stand by the road, where they seemed to
be looking at the Luke house. After several minutes, they darted across the
street and stood by the Passini house. They were not more than 4 feet tall,
and one seemed to have a disproportionately large head. When a car approached,
the light of the luminous object was extinguished, and the two figures ran back
across the road where they were joined by a third, and all three disappeared in
the darkness. Independent observations of a'UFO (possibly the same one) were
made that night, and during the following week, the object was seen on at least
3 occasions. '

i

Investigators Ted Thoben, for NICAP; Dr. Fred Ayer, for the Colorado U.
Project. * "?<

Sourcess Hartford'(Conn.) Courant, 9/18 and 9/20/67; Special report by
Ted Thoben, courtesy Richard Hall; Condon Report (Bantem), .347-
352; APRO Bulletin. Sep.-Oct. 1967, 9; Lorenzenslj
168, and Encounters, I88-I89.

Americas, I67-



67-98 September 21. 196? 003Q Santa Coloma—La Roca (Barcelona). Spain Type C

Sr. Jose M. Edrosa (40), driving home to Granoliers, saw a "casserole"-
shaped object, very bright, on the ground. Near it.were several small beings,
with large heads, approaching the UFO. At that point the car "reared" and Sr.
Edrosa, panic-stricken, fled on foot. Unstrung by the experience, he was
hospitalized for an extended period.

Investigators Alberto Adell.

Sourcess DATA-NET VI-12, 3-4; Ballester Olmos, 200 Tyj)e I Cases (CUFOS),



67-99 September 22. I967 Night Caracas. Venezuela Type E

An unidentified horse trainer was awakened from sleep py the presence of
an intruder who first tugged at the trainer's pillow, then grasped h'is arm
tightly. As the man tried to sit up, the being encircled the man's neck with
its arm, nearly choking him-. A horse in the nearby stables began neighing and
the attacker quickly let go and fled. JThe man screamed for help and was found
to have numerous minors'cuts and abrasions where he had been'scratched by
either claws or sharp fingernails. Ashort while later, on hearing a horse
acting up again, *tanan*aM*^t|t]sgbsnt another man investigated; as he approached
the stall, a small figure about the size of a boy (3.5 feet tall) "zoomed" out- -
of the stall and was gone in seconds,
looking like a chimpanzee or monkey.

Investigators

The

Sources Lorenzens, Americas, 83-84.

figure was described as "hairy" and



67-100 September(25,)l967 2130 Nr San Feliu de Codinas (Barce.), Spain Type tJ

Sr. Mauricio Weisenthal and his fiance, Srta. Rosa Maria Font, were ab.
4 km. from San Feliu de Codinas, driving to .Barcelona, when they saw in the
headlights of their car a humanoid being, about 2 feet tall, with a bright
green skin, short thick legs, and long arms. They had to,swerve to avoid
hitting it and were shocked by its appearance,

Investigators

Sourcess FSR Sp. Issue #4-(8/71), 49; ' DATA-NET, V-3, (3/?l), 15; 3al-
lester Olmos, 200 Type I Cases (CUF03), 12.



67- Late September, 1967 2345 East Nassau, N..Y. Type F

Miss Loretta .Green, 24, and her brother Richard, 16,|were awakened by
sounds approaching their farmhouse, sounding as if someone! was walking on gravel.
Several persons 'could be heard converging on an old well 20 ft. fijom L. 0. s
bedroom, after *toich they walked arou'nd the house, returned to th^ well,, and
Talked away in the direction of the bjarn. Nothing was seen. In the morning, 5
unusual impressions were found in a field behind the barns joblong,
long, and with a' smaller depression •within the larger one.

Investigator; Richard Bonenfant.

i ' rtSource: Bonenfant's report, "The Green Case.

about a foot



1967 Corrigenda

UiumCat ,/876)

End of Sept. 1967 21150 San Felu de Godines (barcelons.), Spain

(Note the spelling: San Felu, not Feliu.) Add to abstract:

The little green being had a protuberant sto:,iach and buttocki;. he appeared
to be -wearing no clothjLn£. The vatnesses1 car grazed him.

Investigator; Joan Cre^olls (for >.).3.Y. , Earcelona. )

Sources; Add; LDL5>1 V---V'A (Nov. '71), p-. 15f, quoting Stendek1 #4.

Type L



67-101 Early October,'; 1967
Daytime

Ithaca, New York Type E

An unidentified fisherman encountered a peculiar being in broad daylight.
•No more than 3|fee* tall, he was wearing what appeared to be a diver's suit
made of material similar to black rubber. Ke wore a helmet; through a glass

e skin appeared very brown, and the faceplate on the front of the helmet, t\
"looked something like a monkey's.
being "planted himself" in front of
speak, "but I couldn't make out any
and drinking motions, the fisherman
nearby stream, "and he walked away

But he had no hair at

the witness and began
words that I understood." Making swimming
decided he wanted water and pointed to the

ax a great clip."

all." The little

to gesture and to

Investigators Lloyd Mallan, for Science and Mechanics.

Sources Mallen, Science and Mechanics, August 1968, 68-69
- - - •- -' T .—,



67-102 October 1. I967 2230 Tibidabo (Barcelona). Spair Type B

ated object, which he took at first
ground, about "'00-800 yards away.
dozen oval illuminated windows, and

)ld of normal stature

Sr. Valerjiano Ruiz Fontes (28), a radio technician, observed an illumin-
for a large Jeep, hovering just above the

it was about 14 feet long, with half a
having on top a square turreti Near the
wearing dark uniforms .and bright helmets,
e turret, manipulating or fixing some
examining the undersidje of the object.

UFO were 4 peo
Two of these to

fittings there)
After watching
showing only th

ings climbed up on th
the other two were

for about half an hour, the external lights were extinguished,
•e illuminated portholles; o

no noise to abcut 500 feet, then showed yellow,"red-orange
blue-green lights, and took off at extremely high speed.

the object then rose vertically with
and a triangle of •

Investigators

Sourcess DATA-NET, V-3 (3/71),
June 1968),*26-27.

15; Ribera, Antonio, FSR XIV-3 (May-



67-103 OctQbejTlO. 1967 0045 Lakewood. Colorado Type C/B

Norman C.
a forked goatee
each shoulder.,
sumably by

- -1,.. --• -v-- ~:-^^-^''

(confidential), drivilng
well over 6 feet tall

The man talked to th

telepathy. He asked wheije

home, was flagged down by a man with
, wearing a jacket with 4 gold bars on
witness without moving his mouth, pre-
the North Star was, and what the date

was; in
asked what-the
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'67-104 October 12, I967 0300 White Rocks. Utah Type D
. m

In the midst of a mini-wave of UFO sightings in the Uintah Basin, in
northeast Utah, during the night of October 11-12, 1967, Jay Anderson, of
White Rocks, observed a strange figure standing in a doorway of his home.
Dressed in a metallic-looking suit^ and giving:off a luminous glow, the
figure turned and walked out after being discovered.

Investigators Joseph' Junior Hicks, of Roosevelt; Frank Salisbury.

Sources Salisbury, F., The Utah UFO Display (Devin Adair, 1974), Table
I. (From the files of J.J. Hicks.



1967 Addenda ;.
I

1

I , '
October 13, 1967 ,1245 Le lias (Lozere), France Type E

I

illle. i.iarguerite C, located east of Le Lias on a little grass-grorai natural
"platform", sav; 3 beings of small stature, dressed in coppery-red suits that
covered them entirely, move on the "platform", sometimes v/alking on the ground
and sometimes vdthout contacting the ground. They seemed to be examining their
surroundings.

The observer -was one of those there because 2 psychics had predicted a full-
dress UFO landing at 1200 for this date and place. Other observers saw only the
compass needle deviated by 90° (about 1100) and (by some observers only) a brief
apparition of a line of 6 luminous discs (c.bout 1900.)

Investigators: Ll)LN editors.

Source: LDLN #92 (Jan.-Feb. 1968), p. 19.



67-105 October 21.» 196? 2200 Duncan. Oklahoma Type E

Four teen-aged boys* including Ivan Ritter and Jerry Bennett, were driving
-east of Duncan on Route 7 when they saw three little men in the car's head
lights; when the driver turned the beams on high, the three beings "almost
flew off the road and disappeared." They were about 4 feet tall with shiny
blue-green skin, or tight coveralls; tKeir faces were human but their ears
were very large. There was a 20-foot dropoff on either side of the highway
at the site, making normal egress off the highway difficult. At the site
the next day, Ritter and Bennett found an unusual footprint in the mud of
a creek bed 100 yards from the road. * Date in news account is Oct. 22.

Investigators Police Lt».Elmer McGill and Detective Pleasant Foster, of
'"v the Duncan Police Dept.

Sourcess Duncan*(Okla.) Banner. 10/24/6?; Lorenzens, Americas. 84-85, ^
and Encounters. 226-227; DATA-NET, Sept. 1970, :V. , ~r _



6?-l°6 October 24. I967 2130 Newfleld. New York Type A
Donald Chiszar (13) and Pat Crosier (10) reported seeing a large light

that came closer and hovered over a house 50 yards away. It wis a round ob
ject, with a cupola and antenna on top, and had an oblong box on the bottom

_ s

with red, green, and white lights. Around the rim were square-shaped red &
white lights. Through two large windows in the dome, two beings were visible,
each less than 5'7" tall, humanoid in appearance, and with "rocky or bumpy"
skin of a chocolate-brown color. They st.ood motionless, looking out, while
several additional moving shadows were seen behind them. Knobs and other
electronic equipment were visible inside the lighted section. The object was
of a dull silver color, about 30 feet in diameter and 6-8 feet high. It
hovered in the same spot for about two minutes, tilted upward in the rear
(as the boys faced it); then the rim-lights became very bright, it assumed
a horizontal attitude, and disappeared at great speed, "like a puff of wind."
The following night, Chiszar told investigators he saw two more of the same
type of flying object. During the observation by the two boys, they claimed
that their walkie-talkies malfunctioned, and a dog was barking nearby.

Investigatorss William Donovan, ostensibly for NICAP, although no report
was.ever submitted; Lloyd Mallan, for Science and Mechanics; Drs.
Roy Craig and Fred Ahrens, for the Colorado U. Project; others.

>
T



Sourcess Ithaca (N.Y.) Journal. 11/6/6?; Charles Barney, in the Syra
cuse (N.Y.) Post-Standard. 11/19/67; Mallan, L., Science and
Mechanics. August 1968, 69-?0; Condon Report (Baritam), 375-379;
APRO Bulletin. Sept.-Oct. I967, 10; Lorenzens, Americas. 179,180:
Wright, T.M., "UFOs Over Ithaca," FATE Magazine, Feb. I969, 46-4?



*»-•£

67-10? October (late). I967 2100 Melfort. Sask.. Canada Type B

Approaching his home, Donald Marshall saw a light beyond its upon getting
a closer look he found a rectangular lighted panel about 4 feet high and 16 .
feet long, 12 feet off the ground, which looked like a large window in an
object whose shape was.not clearly seen, but perhaps 50 feet long. When he
was 200 feet away a bright spotlight came on, and he saw three small humanoid
figures coming from the machine; They moved very fast, were clothed in green
uniforms, and wore some type of headgear. They disappeared into the dark
ness and the craft took off slowly, at about 5 mph. In the morning, Marshal
found trees.broken near the site, 1

Investigators

Sources Saucer News. XV-3 (Fall/winter, 1968-69), 25.

Correct dates.October 30., 1967 2Q4Q Medfort, Saskatchewan•

SL'^nlr TV ?°2 *"• SiZe °f 10-year-old children,
a gullvi2l iV ?°°? °ff' " a°r9A at first &******& some trees) intoIS il^t f? ! remained another 3 or 4minutes. The total time durinTwhich Marshall observed the object was 18-19 minutes. ^

Investigators R. Meizeka (for Saskatoon UFO Bulletin.)

Win^flilsTT^isT —22li2«a* U- 1968); Saucer JW XV/3 (Fall-



67-108 October (late). 196? Evening (Western State), U.S. * Type C

During the week of Oct. 22-28, two men and two boys, on a hunting trip,
observed a glowing disc near a mountainside and "dancing lights" around it;
through binoculars these lights were seen to be small, humanoid figures with
lights attached to their heads, illuminating them. There were no means of
propulsion observed for these flying figures. The incident was reported
officially, although no'mention was made of the figures; it was explained
as a "oil-field burn-off."

Investigators

Sourcess APRO Bulletin. Sep.-Oct. 1967, 11, Lorenzens, Whole Story.
185-185. '



1967 Addenda

c
October 29. 1967 25QQ Santa Adella (sao Paulo). Brazil

ilv'l "*P. 'X , 51, was driving home after e. clandestine love-escapade. The
moon was shining, in its 4th quarter. Vhen he came to the top. of a ridge, he
saw, 200 ft away, hovering 4 ft above the ground, an aluminum-colored plate-
shaped object with a convexity on its bottom eide, about 30 ft in diameter.
He arrived within 30-50 ft of it nnd stopped (or the car motor spontaneously
stopped); he then saw that it was "full of lights", red and of other colors,
ifhich alternately lighted and wmt out. Standing near the saucer was a robustly-
built man about 6 l/2 ft. tall, dressed in &light-colored garment (the witness
could not specify the color, being color-blind.) This person walked in front
of the witness and'from a flashlight-like object turned on a very bright vhite
beam of light. The witness thought he vas being waylaid by someone connected
with his amorous adventure. He half-opened the car door, rested hie .22 revolver
on it, and fired 6 shots at the person. (He was a good shot with this revolver.)
Then he no longer saw him. The saucer began to osciliato, and he heard a sound
like a oowbell. Then the UFO flew away on an oblique course.

Investigator* Dt, Walter Buhlcr, for SBEDV.
i

Source* SBEDV Bulletin #99-103 (Hay 197C), p. 9.



67-109 Fall. 1967 .Night Point Isabel,. Ohio 1 Type E

Perry Adams (name confidential), 15t heard a metallic kind of noise .
outside his home and, with his father and brother-in-law, went outside with
a flashlight to investigate. About 5° feet away, "we saw it, a monster,
raising up. . . It was walking toward us." It was 10 feet tall and four feet
across the shoulders, with long arms, and of a light tan color. It had
pointed ears, short horns, large glowing eyes, and large teeth. It wore no
clothing and seemed hairy. The men retreated indoors where Adams and his
brother-in-law armed themselves with a ,|22 rifle. Outside, on seeing the
creature again, they fired three shots at it, hitting it at least once. The
being screamed, and then "changed into a1 white-colored mist or cloud" that
dissipated. No trace of its presence cquld be found in the morning.

Investigators Leonard Stringfield, of Cincinnati.

'Sources Personal to TRB from the investigator, 2/25/?5.



67-110 November 2. 1967 2130 Rirle. Idaho Type B

Two 23-year-old Navajo Indians, Guy Tossie and Willy Begay, driving south
of town, were blinded by a flash of white light; their car came to a stop and
immediately ahead of them, hovering five feet off the ground, they saw an ob
ject 6-8 feet in diameter and 3 feet thick, shaped like two saucers joined to
gether; around the rim was a row of alternately flashing orange and green
lights, and on top was a transparent bubble-dome, occupied by two small en
tities. The dome flipped open and one pf the two occupants floated out and
to the ground, approaching the car. By the flashing lights, the Indians were
able to see that he was no more than 3 feet tall,- and bald, with ears set up
high on his head; his facial skin was scarred and wrinkled, "like a canta
loupe," his eyes were round and showed no pupils, and his mouth had lips so
thin as to be barely visible. They saw no nose. He was wearing tight-fitting
coveralls and carried a pack on his back. To the Indians* horror, the little
being opened the car door and seated hi.-uself behind the wheel; they drew over
to the right as far as they could as the; car was towed, or driven, off the
highway and out into a field of stubble wheat. As soon as i«t stopped, a ter
rified Tossie jumped out the right side of the car and began running to the
farmhouse of Willard Hammon, a quarter of a mile away. As he ran, he found
his shadow preceding him, as though a bright light were shining on him from
behind, (it was presumed that the second occupant gave chase with a light,
although this could not be confirmed by Begay, who was otherwise pre-occupied).
In the car, Begay cowered in the right side of the front seat as the little
being attempted to communicate with himi twice saying something incomprehen
sible in a high, chirruping voiee. Getting no responce, the being got oilt of
the car and joined the second being (presumably returned from his brief chase),
and the two floated into the object, which took off in a zig-zag motion.

At the Hammon farmhouse. Tossie banged on the door, screaming for help.



He was admitted by the farmer and his son Bob, and it took a period of time to
calm him c-^r^c£2nt£y.-^0'girt"his story; by the time they accompanied him back
t*c LIiv- field, the object had departed and Begay was found in a state of near-
shock in the front seat. The farmer had to escort the youths by car, their
fear was so great. There were attendant sightings in the area, and Gattle
had been "spooked" on several farms that night. See also netxs-case.

Investigators! Cpl. Thomas*Harper, of the Idaho State Police; C. Reed
Ricks, of Twin Falls.

Sourcess Special report by Ricks, submitted to NICAP; AP and UHwire
reports from Ririe, H/3/67, in numerous papers; Shelley (Idaho)
Pioneer, 12/7/6? (account based on Ricks' detailed report); NICAP
UFO Investigator. V-l (Sep.-Oct. I969), 5-8 (based on the Ricks
report, and responses from the Occupant Panel to it); UFGs—A
New Look (NICAP, I969), 31-32; Lore, G., Strange Effects from UFOs
(NICAP, 1969), 23-24, 26; FSR XIV-1 (Jan.-Feb. 1968), iii; XVI-3,
24; & Case Histories #6 (8/71), iii; Lorenzens, Americas, 178; &c.



6?-l11 November 2. I967 2330 Btw Ririe and Rigby, Idaho Type B
ft

An anonymous witness, two hours after above (case'67-HO), was driving
to Rigby in his truck; a few miles northwest of Ririe, "a small UFO came down
in front of his truck and stopped it," and a small humanoid being got out and
tried t© get in the truck, tapping on the side window and scratching on the
windshield. The man, who had been drinking, thought he was losing his mind.
He confided the story to a co-worker the following day when news of the Begay-
Tossie sighting was known, and the co-wroker told Ricks. The man was very
reluctant to co-operate in Ricks' inquiries and, a year later, when followup
Inquiries were made,_the man had. moved away.

Investigators C. Reed Ricks, of Twin Falls.'

Sourcess Special report by Ricks; personal communications to TRB from
the investigator, 8/22/68 and 9/2/68.



1967 Addenda

i

3y- « November -9, 1967 2340 Erin, Tennessee Type A

Miss Dianne Marable & Mrs. Pearl Robins were driving home to Tennessee
Ridge and had reached Erin when they noticed a luminous object in the sky, which
they at first mistook for the moon. It approached and landed 60 ft in front of
them, covering the whole highway. It was dome-shaped, in part of a color that
varied between fiery orange & light yellow, and in part "grayish-blaokj ash-
oolored." Inside it they could see a number of dark-green creatures, 4 ft tall,
milling about inside some type of machinery." After at least 5 min of watching
it, they started to approach more olosely, but the object then swiftly rose,
after whioh it traveled" beside the car. It landed again in a field, which
the witnesses approached by a gravel road, upon which its lights went out, though
they could see a bright red light in the sky. The young women then drove home.

Investigator?, none known.

Source* Witnesses' letter to an unknown addressee, a copy of which came
into the hands of Budd Hopkins.

TRB rating on 0-9 scales 5



67-H2 November 13. 1967 0030 Winterfold-(Surrey), England Type E
Philip Freeman and Angela Carter were driving near Winterfold when Free

man stopped the car and got out to wipe the windscreen; as he did so, he
became aware of a very unpleasant odor, like burnt food. Returning to the
driver's seat, he saw through the other window a. featureless white, or lumin- ••
ous "face," about 8" wide and 10" high,%nd an arm that was reaching up to
the top of the car. As he started the car, the being moved to the rear and
Freeman could see through the rear window, as he drove off, that the face and
arm were attached to a dark, conical body; he saw no legs. As soon as the
car was out of the area, the odor disappeared. (Compare with Mrs. Starr, 12/57.)

' Investigators Charles Bowen, for FSR.

Sources Bowen, C., "The Spectre of Winterfold," FSR XIV-1, 15-1?.



'V- • • .

67-113 November 16. 1967 1700 Storrington (Sussex)," England Type C

Mrs.^Quick was walking toward the Downs at sunset when she saw an object
that at first looked like a steam-roller some half to three-quarters of a mile
off on the Downs. Through opera glasses she could see that it showed a ver
tical ellipse of gunmetal grey, with a trumpet-shaped projection at the left
from which shone a bright whitish-yellow beam, and another extension on the

j..

right that was illuminated by a blood-red glow. This curious object changed
its position once or twice at great- speed, then took off rapidly for the
sea. "At one moment I noticed a dark figure approaching the craft, appar
ently 8-10 feet tall, and appearing to glide rather than'walk. It disap
peared suddenly." Another woman, passing by, saw Mrs. QUick looking at the .
object and saw the same thing through the glasses. There were earlier sightings.

Investigators Omar Fowler, for the Surrey Investigations Group on
Aerial Phenomena.

* •

Sources Bowen and Creighton; "The Storrington Reports," FSR XIV-2,
5-6 (citing Fowler's special report).



67-114 November 17. 1967 1745 Calgary. Alberta. Canada Type G
13,

David Seewalt (or Seewaldt)/started a 3-minute walk home at 5s45, but
did not arrive until 6s30, when he dashed in and tried to hide under a bed,
saying "I've been chased by a flying saucer!" He seemed to be in shock and
one of his shoes was missing, found later in the road nearby. Five months
later, he had a nightmare, after which he told his father he knew what had
happened to the missing time. (Kovitz?)

Under regressive hypnosis in late April,*1968, by Dr. Colvitz, a dental
surgeon, and supervised by a psychologist named Masson, the boy recounted
having been abducted into a low-hovering UFO by means of an orange light-
beam; inside the object he was undressed and examined by a. being with "a

» rough brown skin like crocodiles;" he is assisted by at least 3 other
similar creatures and they communicate with each other in voices that sound
"like a kazoo," Their hands had only 4 fingers. David was wheeled into
an "operating-like" room for the examination; at the conclusion, they'put
his clothes back on and beamed him back into the field where he had been
abducted„

(Notes the psychologist, whose name is not clear, developed the theory
that David was recalling a traumatic appendectomy of some years before and
which formed the basis for his alleged abduction, and proceded in his snies-
tioning with this in mind.)

Investigatorss William K. Allan, of Calgary; Drs. Colvitz (or Kovitz)
and Masson (sor Mattheson).

*



Sourcess Partial transcript of hypnotic regressions, courtesy of. Mr. .
Allan and B. Annj Slate; Allan, W.K., "Crocodile-Skinned Entities
at Calgary," FSR XV-6, 25-26; Slate, B. Ann, "Contactee Supplies
New Clues to UFO Mystery," Saga UFO REPORT III-3 (4/76), 26-30, 44
& 46.



67-115 November 18. 1967 ' 0400 Bowie. Maryland Type C

'(Group of college students saw 2 figures in black running toward a
hovering oval object on campus—original source missing from files—tb.)

Investigators

Sources Bowie State College campus newspaper (date uncertain).



196? - 37

67-116 November 24.. 1967 1430 Rio de Janeiro. Brazil - Type B

Ugo Battaglia,' a radio technician, and his 14-year-old assistant,
Carlos Alberto do Nascimento, were in an eighth-floor apartment building
repairing a phonograph, when they heard a high-rpitched sound and, looking
out of a window facing the coastal hills, saw a brilliant metallic disc
shaped object land on a hill opposite the apartment building. The object
struck and shattered one tree as it came down. Underneath, at either end,
was a red light, and on top a spinning cupola with slat "windows," Three
men clad in-white coveralls came but of the UFO (which was actually hover
ing and not on the ground), and walked about it side by side, their arms
hanging by their sides; then they returned to the disc, after about five
minutes, and disappeared underneath it. The two continued their work and
left the building at 2s55 p.m., noticing that the object was still at the
same spot as they came out into the street; by the time they reached a near
by corner, the object was .no longer in view. They had not seen it depart.

Investigators Mrs. Irene Granchi, for APRO.

Sourcess APRO Bulletin. Nov.-Dec. I967, 3; Lorenzens, Encounters, •<>•¥§
17-19. :



6?-ll? November 28J I967 0230 Near Americana, Brazil Type B
I ' • *"' ' '

An unidentified Brazilian highway patrolman saw an immense object, "as
high as a 15-story building, apparently made of aluminum and with enormous
rivets on it," come down to hover 5° yards from the ground. (Was the object
15 stories tall, or was it hovering at the height of a 15-story building?—tb)
It carried searchlights too bright to look at and made a loud humming sound
that made the patrolman's head ache. His police car would not start, and its
lights went jout, as well as the lights in the police booth; they came back
on as soon als the object departed.

Two nights later (on the above date—tb), the UFO returned, stopping 100
feet up, 50 lyards away from him. From its underside descended a sort of open
elevator, in' which he could see two men dressed like frog-men in skin-tight
clothing, wejaring wide belts with lights on them. One of them spoke to the
patrolman (in Portuguese), telling him to put his gun away and not to be afraid,
saying that they would be coming back again. Then the object immediately took
off. (Source does not state whether the two occupants returned to it—tb.) The
officer was unable to move during the encounters "His legs would not obey his
will." The object apparently did not return, as promised by the UFOnaut.

Investigators: Methodios Kalkaslief and Dr. Max Berezavsky, for the
Brazilian Commission for the Confidential Investigation of UFOs.

Sources APRO Bulletin, Sep.-Oct. 1968, 5.



6?-118 December 3, 196? Barcelona, Spain " Type E

A woman reported seeing a strange cactus-like entity with four members,
leaving deep footprints. The witness does not want to disquss the incident.

Investigators Antonio Ribera (?).

Sources FSR Sp. Issue #4 (8/71), 49.



1967 - 38

67-119 December 3. 1967 0230 Nr Ashland. Nebraska Type G

As Patrolman Herbert Schirraer's police car approached the junction of Rtes.
6 and 6-63, the witness saw a row of blinking red lights, which proved to be on
a foot/ball-shaped object about 25 feet long, with a Saturn-like rim." Almost
immediately, the object began to rise with a sound like a pulsating siren. At
the police station he made out a report, recording a time lapse of some 20 min
utes. A few days later, a Geiger counter showed significant levels of radio
activity at the site. Shirmer took a polygraph test about the same time, which
he passed. Under hypnosis by Dr. Sprinkle, for the Colorado Project, Shirmer
disclosed further detailss as he drove toward the UFO, his engine stalled and
his lights went out; as he reached for his gun, a beam of light from the ob
ject paralized him, and he saw a white, blurred figure 4-5 feet tall emerge from
the object and approach his car, which had been displaced from the highway berm
up a slight grade well off the road. By telepathy, he was told that the craft
was from another'galaxy and its occupants were here "to prevent earth people
from destroying the earth." A few months later, under still another hypnotic
regression, still more information was forthcomings he had been conducted in
side the object by the figure who approached the car. The details of the occu
pants was now more detaileds they wore tight-fitting pale-grey uniforms, and
only their faces were visible; their skin was a pale grey-white color, with
wide-set eyes like cat's, a slit-like mouth and a rudimentary (or flat) nose.
They wore boots and gloves and had an emblem in the shape of a winged serpent
on the left side of their chest. Additional. information was disclosed to =
Schlrmer on board the objects the UFOnauts "borrowed" electricity from our ;



electric lines; the^have bases at the poles and on nearby planets; they are
able to moniter all our communications systems; they desire their presence to
be known, but not clearly or in detail; their vessels are protected by force
fields that are erected around the objects; they operate from large "mother-
ships" based in nearby space; &c, &c, (see sources for details).

Investigatorss Djrs. Roy Craig and Fred Ahrens, for CU; Dr. Leo Sprinkle,
for CU and APRO; Ralph and Judy Blum; Eric Norman ("Warren Smith")
and Lo-ring Williams; others.

Sourcess Lincoln (Neb.) Evening Journal and State Journal, 12/6/67;
Lincoln Evening Jounnal. 12/8/67; NICAP UFO Investigator, March
1968, 1; APRO Bulletin. Nov.-Dec. 196?, >4"; FSR XIV-4, 18-19;
Condon Report (Bantam), 389-3915 Dr. Sprinkle's special report on
the CU inquiries (courtesy of the investigator), reprinted in fullr
in Lorenzens, Encounters, 256-288; Norman, Eric, Gods, Demons and
Space Chariots (Lancer. 1970). 169-193; Norman, Gods and Devils From
Outer Space (Lancer. 1973). 141-162; Blum, R. & J., Beyond Earth.
109-121; &c. &c.



67-120 December 7. 196? Evening Near EL Paso, Texas Type A

("Wm. C. Collins observed an object hovering about 200 feet up; it
appeared to be occupied". Original source missing from ray files—tb.)

Investigators

Sources Local press clipping, date and name not noted.



1967 - 39

67-121 December 8. 1967 1940 Idaho Falls, Idaho Type A

Standing on her front steps, 15-year-old Marilyn Wilding saw a bright
round white-luminous object, "as big as a car," descend and hover not far above
the roof of her house. As she watched, it tipped so that she could see a clear
bubble dome on top, inside which two figures were indistinctly visible. Still
tipped and also rotating, the object moved away, taking on an orange color.
She. had time to call her younger brothers and sisters, who also saw the object
before it disappeared from view.

Investigators C. Reed Ricks, of Idaho Falls.

Sources Special report by Mr. Ricks, cited in UFOss A New Look (NICAP,
1969), 29-30.



67-122 December 10. 196? 0100 AdeLphi. Maryland Type E

While driving outside Washington, D.C., Tom Monteleone, .a psychology^
major at a Maryland University, encountered a normal-looking man dressed in
coveralls who approached him and conversed with him briefly> asking simple,
routine questions. The man identified himself as "Vadig," an extraterrestrial.
This was the first of several contacts. (See 68-10.)

Investigators John Keel.

*_ ' Sources Keel, J., "The Time Cycle Factor," FSR, XV-3, 9-10.-



67-123 December. 12, I967 1930 Near North Lansing, New York ' Type F

Mrs. Rita Malley, driving home to Ithaca from Auburn, on Route 34, saw
red lights in her rear-view mirror that she first-thoughfwere on a police car;
then they passed her and she saw that they were on a disc "about the size of a
box-car;" As the object hovered ahead of her at about telephone-pole height,
her car stopped and the electrical system went out* The object was domed, el
liptical in shape with square red and green lights or windows, a white dome,
and a white beam of light that shone from its center to the ground. It lit
up the inside of her car with a blood-red color. The car was displaced from '
the side of the highway up an embankment and into a field along side the road.
She became.hysterical and she shouted to her son, but he "seemed to be in a
trance." For ten or 15 minutes she sat in the car, which would not start;
the horn would not work and her lights, although dimmed, did not go out alto-"
gether. While she was in this situation, she heard a humming sound and then a
"chorus of voices," which told, her that her son would -remember nothing of the
experience, and informed her that a friend of hers had just been killed in an %
automobile, accident—statements that she later found to be true. Eventually
she g$fethe car started (whether she drove back onto the road or was placed
there by the object is uncertain) and "fled without looking back." (It has
been an learned that Mrs. Malley has had other "contacts" since this experience,
although she refuses to discuss the details with any investigators.)

Investigatorss Lloyd Mallan, for S&M; Dr, James E. McDonald; others.

Sourcess Syracuse (N.Y.) Herald-Journal. 12/21/6?; .. Mallan, Science &
Mechanics. August I968I Keel, J., Trojan Hprse\ 66-68; Edwards,
P.M.H., "Speech of the Aliens - 1," FSR, XVI-i> \lwl2; notes from
Dr. McDonald's telephone inquiry with the witness*



1967 Addenda

December 12. 1967 Alexania (Stoias?). Brazil (Day) Type A

Eunapio Gusmao was partridge-hunting on his brother Wilson Gusmto's
fazenda when he saw a dish-shaped object land only afew yards away. He found
himself paralyzed. A door opened in the UFO and 3 beings looked at him for
some seconds, then the door was closed and the object departed at high speed.
Gusmao dug for treasure at the spot where the UFO had landed, but found none.

Investigators; SBEDV.

Source: SBEDV Special Bulletin (1975), p." 28.



1967 - 40

67-124 December 25. I967 Night Btw Ashland & Lincoln. Nebraska Type G?
(name confidential),

Gary Lambert/ a student at Omaha, was driving home at Christmas when he
saw a dimly-outlined object with a row of lights hovering over an underpass;
the sighting precipitated a number of vivid dreams, in which he believed he
had somehow been "contacted" by the beings aboard the object, and that he
may have experienced an actual abduction, the memory of which was erased from
his mind. There was no evidential proof of such an abduction that.the wit
ness was able to provide.

Investigators

Sourcess Correspondence with NICAP, late I968 and early 1969 (not in
files—tb); Condon Report (Bantam), 394-395.



67-125 Late December. I967 2000 Near Bilcala, Qld, Australia Type E

a) Silvo Milno was driving near Ballentyne's Lookout, from Gladstone, when
he noticed 3 men in silvery uniforms standing in the road, 100 yards below
the lookout. He claimed to have hit one of the men, after which he turned
around and drove back (to Gladstone?) to report the incident. The car bore
the mark of an impact, although it was first suspected that he had driven
into a post,

b) An hour after the above, a car was seen with five occupants, two
girls and 3 men. The car stopped and the three men were seen to have silver
suits; the girls left the car, running toward Gladstone, apparently terri
fied. Report was made to Bilcala p'olice, who investigated, and sustained a
flat tire in the area. They apparently found nothing.

c) Mr, S. Dale, a Bilcala ambulance driver, took a sick man to Rock-
hampton Hospital. The patient told the driver of an overturned car on the
Calliope Range (sp?). It was noted that a number of small men in silver
uniforms emerged (it is not stated whether from the car or elsewhere—tb)
and put the car right side up.

(Note by TBs the source is unclear on a number of pointsj I may have
further muddied the accounts in my own summary of the incidents. No UFOs
appear to be involved in any of the three incidents.)

Investigators

Sources Keith Basterfield's list of CEIII cases, citing "Rex Warren
and a Gladstone UFO Group."


